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STATEMENT BY THE CHAIR OF THE BOARD OF DIRECTORS
It is a pleasure to present Achieving for Children’s annual report and accounts for 2018/19. This has
been a strong year for the company and it is good to see the positive impact we have made to the
lives of children and young people so clearly articulated in this our fifth annual report.
I want to start by paying tribute to our workforce without whom we would not be able to deliver the
range and quality of services for which Achieving for Children is increasingly recognised. We know
that in some areas, particularly the support we provide to children and young people with special
educational needs and disabilities (SEND), that we have more to do to meet their needs within the
limited funding that is available. Meeting that and our other challenges requires effective
governance and leadership. We are very fortunate to have a Board of Directors that is committed,
experienced and clear about its responsibilities. This year we have seen changes in our senior
leadership with the appointment of a new Managing Director and two interim Directors of Children’s
Services to lead services in Kingston and Richmond. I am confident that the leadership team has the
knowledge, skills and experience we need to successfully lead the company into the next phase of
our development.
As we begin to develop our next five-year business plan, from 2019 to 2024, it is important that we
build on our strengths and achievements, as well as learn from where we have not achieved as well
for the children and young people we serve. One of our key strengths is the support we provided to
schools and education providers, supporting and challenging them to deliver excellent teaching and
learning opportunities, and enabling pupils to progress and achieve above their peers in their early
years and at all Key Stages in schools. Early help and children’s social care services continue to
perform well against national measures and we have received positive feedback from the national
regulator, Ofsted, during our annual meetings and in focused inspections during the year. We know
our areas for development and have plans in place to address these, including by investing in
innovative solutions, as we have done this year with the Youth Resilience Service, the Independent
Fostering Agency, and systemic family therapists.
This annual report undoubtedly shows that we have achieved a huge amount in 2018-19, and I am
sure that we can continue to provide children, young people and families with the support and
services that they need in the next year and beyond. We will need to do this, though, with less
funding available to the public sector. This will require us to be clear about our strategic direction
and priorities, explore how the business can operate more efficiently, develop new partnerships and
shared funding arrangements, and undertake new ventures that generate income to invest in the
frontline services that families need. Key to achieving this is the development of our next five-year
business plan, on which work is already well in progress. Based on the progress we have made in
2018/19, I am confident about the future for Achieving for Children and our ambition to reach every
child and young person out there who needs us so that they are able to live safe, happy, healthier
and successful lives.

David Archibald
Chair of the Board of Directors
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1. Introduction by the Managing Director
I was appointed as Managing Director of Achieving for Children in January 2019 after five years as
Chief Operating Officer. I am proud to be leading a company that has a resolute focus on changing
children’s and young people’s lives for the better. There is also a strong sense of responsibility to
build on the work started and led by my predecessor, Nick Whitfield, during the company’s first five
years. No one cared more about the difference that Achieving for Children could make than Nick;
and the story of a successful year captured in this report was mostly achieved under his leadership,
supported by our experienced Board of Directors and company leadership team.
This year we came to the end of our first five-year Business Plan. Our plan has focused our work on
priority areas that enable us to make the biggest impact and where children and young people need
our help the most in order to live safe, happy, healthier and successful lives. The plan has had a
clear emphasis on achieving inclusion, promoting independence, creating more local provision, and
building family resilience. Early intervention and prevention remains at the heart of our work with
families so that we are able to meet the needs of children and young people at the first opportunity
and well before statutory services are required. The investment we made in the multi-professional
Strengthening Families service has enabled us to provide intensive, strengths-based support to
children whose parents have mental health needs, misuse drugs or alcohol, or who are experiencing
domestic violence and abuse. We have also developed multi-disciplinary approaches to support
young people engaged in risk-taking behaviours who are at risk of coming into care. I am pleased
that our work in this challenging area was positively reviewed by Ofsted when they inspected us in
March 2019 and that they recognised the impact of our work on more than 200 young people who
are at risk of offending, exploitation, substance misuse and going missing from home.
One of the most important things that Achieving for Children does is to support children and young
people in care. We have successfully established the company as an independent fostering agency
with the aim of recruiting 100 new foster carers, so that we can provide family-based care to even
more of those children and young people who need it. We recruited 14 new foster carers during
the year which is a positive first step towards our ambitious target. A highlight of the year is always
meeting our foster carers at their annual celebration dinner and hearing about their achievements;
they are a truly remarkable and talented group who are highly valued throughout the company.
This year we also broke the ground on two new residential care developments. The first is a
residential home for children whose needs cannot be met in foster care, and the second is a respite
care unit for children with SEND. Both facilities will open in 2019 and will help to ensure that we are
able to provide care and support to children and young people
A significant focus throughout the year has been on improving the services we provide to children
and young people with special educational needs and disabilities (SEND). The outcome of the local
area SEND inspection held in Kingston in September 2018 evidenced that we have more work to do
to deliver the consistently high-quality support and services we want to deliver and children, young
people and their families deserve. Right across the company we are implementing plans to improve
the quality and regular review of Education, Health and Care Plans, expand special school provision,
and enhance the local therapies offer. Much of this work can only be achieved by working alongside
colleagues in schools and health services, as well as with our commissioning local authorities.
Importantly, it also involves us working more closely and genuinely co-producing solutions with
parents and carers. Like many other local authorities across the country, SEND is an area where
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there are substantial challenges in meeting children’s and young people’s needs within the grant
funding available from the government. Developing responsive services that are also financially
sustainable will continue to be a significant challenge for the company and for our partners. There
have, though, been some early successes that we can build on, including the co-production of an
Inclusion Charter and re-launch of the Parent and Carer Forum in Windsor and Maidenhead, and
the recent development of early intervention programmes to support inclusive education practice
in schools in Richmond and Kingston. Continuing to develop and improve provision in this area will
continue to be a priority in the coming year.
Over the last year we have continued to develop our consultancy work to provide improvement
advice and support to children’s services in other local authorities. The positive impact of this work
is shown in the improvements made to children’s services in Doncaster and Dudley where Achieving
for Children was the improvement partner. In 2018/19 we generated income of over £2 million
through this and other fundraising activities. This income enables us to innovate and invest in the
services we provide to children and young people in Kingston, Richmond and Windsor and
Maidenhead, including our creative learning programmes for young people in alternative education
provision, and careers advice for young people with SEND. We have also delivered our
commitments as a member of the government’s Partners in Practice initiative, helping to support
improvements to social care practice in Coventry, Reading and Swindon.
The achievements set out in this report would not be possible without the dedication, hard work,
commitment and passion of the 1,110 highly-skilled people who work in Achieving for Children. The
positive relationships they build with families and their championing of the needs of children and
young people is what helps us to deliver effective and highly-valued local services. The outcome of
their work for individual children, young people and families is set out in our annual impact report. It
demonstrates their work as agents for change in families, whether that is supporting a young man
with challenging behaviour to remain in school, returning a child to her family’s care, or enabling a
young person with a disability to succeed in an apprenticeship and gain employment. We remain
committed to recruiting and retaining their best practitioners and managers and to investing in their
continuing learning and development, not least through our leadership of the Developing Together
social work teaching partnership for south-west London and Surrey.
2019/20 will undoubtedly bring us some fresh challenges. We are in the process of developing our
next five-year corporate strategy and business plan. It needs to put the company in the best position
possible to deliver excellent services, meet growing and changing local needs, operate our business
more efficiently and commercially, and secure our long-term financial sustainability. As part of this
we are holding a number of Big Conversations with our workforce, partners, commissioners and the
children, young people and families who rely on our services. These conversations provide us with
the opportunity to reset our vision, strategic direction and future priorities, building on the strengths
and successes outlined in this annual report. The conversations tell me that there is every reason to
be confident about the future and our ability to work collaboratively to achieve even more for
children and young people who need our support.

Ian Dodds
Managing Director
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2. Progress against our 2018/19 objectives
In 2018/19 we supported 31,547 children and young people. Our business plan set out our priorities
and commitment to providing this support based on four strategic pillars: building family resilience;
creating local provision; achieving inclusion; and promoting independence. We now report on the
progress we have made in 2018/19 in achieving our objectives.

Building family resilience

13,284 families used our children’s centre services during the year. These early help services have
been delivered with more than 40 partner organisations, enabling parents to access advice and
support from midwives, health visitors and speech and language therapists, as well as joint work
with nurseries and schools to ensure young children and their parents are ready for school. We have
developed our targeted services to reach out to those families who do not currently engage with us.
This has included work with 108 Asian women in Maidenhead to celebrate and build on their
achievements in overcoming barriers to achieve better outcomes for their children.
The Strengthening Families Plus service worked intensively with 147 families facing multiple issues
including mental health needs, domestic abuse, drug and alcohol abuse, and unemployment.
Intensive support over an average of seven months enabled 91% of the parents in these families to
improve the care they provided to their children. Our approach is underpinned by the belief that
families, with the support of the local services and communities, can be supported to improve their
circumstances and find solutions to problems by building on their strengths. During the year, the
service’s work has supported 265 children to be stepped down from child protection plans and 16
children and young people to successfully return home after a period in care.
The Youth Resilience Service has supported 238 young people who have been engaged in risk-taking
behaviour to prevent them coming into care. These young people have been involved in
offending, substance misuse, have been going missing from home, or are at risk of being exploited.
Through a multi-disciplinary approach, the young people have been given bespoke interventions
from a range of specialists, including family therapists, youth workers, nurses, and substance misuse
workers. Recent evaluation has highlighted the positive impact of the service in preventing young
people’s needs escalating to a point where statutory social work interventions are needed. A
programme has been developed to support young people involved in gangs. Specialist gang mentors
have successfully worked with 19 young people in 2018 who have been exploited through their
involvement in gangs.
Signs of Safety is well established as the model of practice across services in Achieving for Children
and particularly in direct work with children and families. 1,445 practitioners in Achieving for
Children and our partner organisations have been trained in the principles of Signs of Safety and
report their increasing confidence in using it to work collaboratively with children and their parents
to build on strengths and reduce risks within the family where there are child protection
concerns. As part of this practice framework, Achieving for Children has invested in its systemic
family therapy offer to enhance strengths-based work with families. Family therapists have
completed 86 consultations with social workers and other professionals during 2018, particularly in
families where it has been very difficult to engage parents. 90% of social workers reported that
consultation and joint work with a family therapist had provided new approaches and ideas to
achieve successful change in families.
Health visitors have provided advice and support to the parents of 1,716 babies born in 2018 with
76% rating the service as helpful or extremely helpful. The service has achieved significant
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improvements in its completion rates for mandated health visiting contacts to enable the early
detection of health and developmental concerns leading to earlier support and interventions where
needed. The completion rate for the six to eight week review has increased from 70% to 77%; the
breastfeeding review rate has increased from 41% to 48%; the 12-month review rate has increased
from 57% to 73%; and the two-year review rate has increased from 40% to 55%. The service has also
reached agreement with NHS England for three trainee health visitors to join Achieving for Children
in 2019, which will further increase the team’s capacity to support more young children and their
parents.

Creating local provision

The company was approved by Ofsted as an Independent Fostering Agency (IFA) in August 2018.
Foster carers were involved throughout the development and registration process, including as
representatives on project board and working groups, as well as co-producing a new online fostering
handbook. Establishing as an IFA has provided an opportunity to review and improve our fostering
services by revising our fees and allowances and expanding our training, development and support
offer to carers. Our new offer is fairer and more transparent to carers; it is also competitive with
other fostering agencies and supports our strategic aim to recruit more local foster carers, including
those who are able to support those children and young people with complex needs who are best
supported through family-based care.
Construction is underway to build a new purpose-built respite centre for children and young people
with disabilities. The eight-bedded centre will provide overnight respite care for children and young
people aged from eight to 18 years who may have multiple disabilities, complex medical needs and
challenging behaviours. The design and planning for the centre, which is due to open in late 2019,
has been heavily informed by the views and experiences of children, young people and families. We
have also been successful in bidding for over £20,000 of grant-funding to develop a sensory garden,
which will be an important part of the activity programme children and young people will be able to
enjoy whilst staying at the centre.
The development of two residential children’s homes is progressing well, with construction work
commencing on the purpose-built home in Teddington. We have recruited a registered manager
who will be responsible for overseeing both homes and who is leading on the development of the
model of care in partnership with some of the children and young people currently in our care.
There has also been positive work with the home’s immediate neighbours to ensure that the
children and young people living there have the opportunity to play an active part in their local
community. Our plan is for the two residential children’s home to work closely together and share
resources to better meet the needs of children in care.
1,068 additional school places have been created in 2018, including the provision of 72 places for
children with SEND at Capella House in Twickenham which will open in September 2010, and the
permanent expansion of Charters School in Ascot and Cox Green School in Maidenhead to provide
an additional 30 places in each year group, and Dedworth Middle School in Windsor to provide 60
more places in each year group. We also found out in March that two submissions to the
Department for Education to create special free schools has been successful. This will lead to the
development of a school for 90 children and young people with social, emotional and mental health
needs in Barnes, and a school for 90 children and young people with autistic spectrum conditions in
Chessington. Both schools are due to be open by September 2022.
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Achieving inclusion

We have started to improve the inclusive services we provide to children and young people with
SEND, applying learning from the local area inspections in Kingston and Windsor and Maidenhead
completed by Ofsted and the Care Quality Commission. In Windsor and Maidenhead, an Inclusion
Summit kick-started the development of an Inclusion Charter, the relaunch of the local Parent and
Carer Forum, the development of a new Preparing for Adulthood service, and the creation of a
guidance booklet for parents to support them through the assessment process for Education, Health
and Care Plans. In Kingston and Richmond, we have introduced a one-stop-shop service to provide
information, advice and guidance and to signpost providers to specialist support services. We have
established an educational inclusion support service and are offering social, emotional and mental
health networks to all primary and secondary schools, and provided specialist inclusion and
intervention training for all mainstream schools. An Early Intervention Panel was established in
September 2018 aimed at providing early support to schools, so that children’s and young people’s
educational needs can continue to be met within their existing mainstream school settings.
In response to the increasing number of children and young people requiring neuro-developmental
assessments, the Educational Psychology service has expanded its successful pilot project to offer a
consultation session to parents or carers of children who have recently been assessed for autistic
spectrum disorders. 73 parents and carers have been supported, with 100% of them reporting
that they found the consultation beneficial and would recommend it to other parents and carers.
521 children and young people have received support to improve their mental health and emotional
wellbeing through short-term and long-term interventions. 50 schools have been supported through
direct work with pupils, such as reducing exam anxiety, by becoming emotional wellbeing
champions, or through training, including in mental health first aid. The Behaviour Support Team in
Windsor and Maidenhead has worked with students in 31 schools to help them to improve their
wellbeing by developing their self-esteem, friendships and social skills. Nurture Groups have been
established to support children’s social and emotional resilience in 23 schools and specific support
has been provided to an additional 28 primary schools to support children in their transition to
secondary school.
Anstee Bridge and Bounce Theatre successfully bid for a £98,000 grant from the Heritage Lottery
Fund for a creative learning programme for young people in alternative education provision. The
programme celebrates 70 years of the NHS and gave young people an insight into the evolution of
Kingston Hospital in response to scientific, technological and social advancements, alongside
opportunities to discover more about careers in the NHS. Over the year the participants produced a
mosaic time-lining Kingston Hospital’s 70 years of service to the community, as well as performances
and exhibitions celebrating the NHS. The project culminated in an evening of creative heritage
curated by the young people in partnership with the National Archives at Kew.

Promoting independence

We secured £105,000 in grant funding from the Careers and Enterprise Company to develop
innovative new approaches to careers advice for young people with SEND. We will work across 13
mainstream and special schools providing "next steps" personal guidance interviews to students
with SEND in Years 10 and 13. The interviews will be designed to provide information on post-16
training and employment options and will help young people to explore their longer-term
aspirations. The programme will also provide professional development and training for career
development professionals and upskill existing SEND Coordinators in schools.
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24 young people with SEND have been supported to complete independent travel training and we
have put in place plans to significantly increase this support by starting work on travel training with
young people in Year 8 from 2019. The training provides young people with tools to be more
independent which makes a huge difference to their social wellbeing, sense of achievement and
their options for future training and employment. This is part of our commitment to supporting
young people’s successful transition to adulthood through the development of important life skills.
3,450 young people participated in The Duke of Edinburgh’s Award Scheme with 1,594 completing
their Bronze, Silver or Gold Award and 30 young people visiting Buckingham Palace to collect their
Gold Awards from HRH The Earl of Wessex. Richmond is the best performing borough in London for
the completion of the scheme which helps young people to develop important life skills. It has led to
45,195 hours of volunteering being given back to the local community with an estimated social value
of more than £476,000.
4,466 young people voted in the Youth Council elections in 2019 from across 101 schools and youth
clubs in Kingston and Richmond. Over 30 young people registered and successfully completed their
capacity-building training programme to become candidates in these democractic elections. Youth
Council members have led on a four youth scrutiny projects during the past year, undertaking peer
research with 700 young people. They have also been involved in the recruitment of more than 25
professionals working in Achieving for Children.

Growing the company

Recruitment and retention of a skilled and talented workforce has been a priority in 2018/19. We
have simplified our recruitment processes, implemented an enhanced employee benefits scheme,
revised our supervision scheme, and strengthened our flexible working framework in response to
feedback in our staff survey and from the staff council. This has seen our use of agency workers,
particularly in key areas such as social work, reduce from 19% in September 2017 to 10% in
September 2018. Our work in this area was recognised as a finalist for the employer of the year in
the national Social Worker of the Year Awards 2018. Several other teams and employees were
recognised for their contribution and achievements during the year: Shaira Makorie, Head of Leaving
Care, was a silver award winner in the Social Worker of the Year Awards; our alternative education
provision at Anstee Bridge was shortlisted for a team award at the Children and Young People Now
Awards; and Sandra Hendry and Cheryl Smith from our Youth Resilience team were recognised for
their work with young people with a commendation from the Commissioner of the Metropolitan
Police Service.
Our staff councils continue to ensure that the views and opinions of employees are heard across the
company on the issues that matter most. This year they have focused on improving employee
wellbeing through the introduction of quarterly wellbeing days, including office yoga, walking clubs,
massage, health checks, pranic healing and mindfulness. The staff councils arranged social events,
led the staff recognition scheme to recognise excellent individual and team performance, and
secured £10,000 to develop improvements to office environments. The staff councils continue to
ensure that the voices of employees inform prioritisation and decision-making within the company;
in 2018/19 this has included re-defining our company values, supporting the development of our
new five-year business plan through a series of Big Conversations with key stakeholders, and
encouraging new and creative approaches to innovation through company-wide i-Hub challenges.
The challenge winner in 2018 was an accessible gardening scheme providing positive activities for
children and young people with SEND, delivered in partnership with local companies through their
corporate social responsibility schemes.
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There has been a strong focus on consultation with service users and the wider community during
the past year. There have been public consultations on SEND provision and the future delivery model
for children’s centre services. A wide range of consultation methodologies have been used, including
online surveys, workshops and events. There has been a specific focus on engaging children and
young people’s views in consultation, including the development of accessible and easy read
materials for young people with disabilities and learning difficulties. The responses to consultation
have informed the design and delivery of services, most notably out approach to the transformation
of services to support children and young people with SEND.
We invested in new technology in 2018 enabling our workforce to work in a more agile way. New
mobile chromebook devices were issued to all employees in Kingston and Richmond and are due to
be rolled out in Windsor and Maidenhead in 2019. We have upgraded our electronic recording
systems for children’s social care in Kingston and Richmond into a single system, and have agreed
funding to extend the system to Windsor and Maidenhead from 2019. Further development to the
system implementation of early help and health modules so that there is a single view of the child
across case recording systems. We have also invested in a new ICT system to manage performance
and reporting across the company, covering key performance information, risk management, and
programme management.
We have continued to deliver improvement consultancy work funded by the government’s Partners
in Practice initiative and through contracts with individual local authorities. During the year, we have
provided improvement advice and support to local authorities in Coventry, Croydon, Reading and
Swindon. The impact of our work is evidenced in the improvements made to services in Doncaster
and Dudley, where Achieving for Children was an improvement partner, which have been recognised
in their Ofsted inspection judgements. Income from our improvement consultancy work is
reinvested into services for children and young people in Kingston, Richmond and Windsor and
Maidenhead. We continue to deliver a full range of support services to schools which brings in over
£2.6 million in income. There has also been a continued focus on fundraising during the year, with
over £500,000 secured to deliver programmes and interventions directly to children and families.
Work has also been completed during the year to strengthen corporate governance. Information
governance practices have been revised to comply with the new requirements of the General Data
Protection Regulations, health and safety practices have been reviewed, an asset strategy has been
developed, business continuity arrangements have been improved, and an assessment has been
completed to mitigate the implications of the United Kingdom’s planned exit from the European
Union.

3. Risks and risk management
Our risk management framework helps to ensure we identify and manage those risks that could
affect our ability to deliver the company’s objectives. The management of risk is embedded in our
day-to-day business activities, and well-established processes and policies are in place. All of our
employees have a role in reducing risk through our internal control framework. Risks are recorded
in a corporate risk register which is regularly reviewed by the Senior Leadership Team and reported
to the Audit and Risk Assurance Committee of the Board of Directors. The risk register includes
strategic and operational risks. Strategic risks are the direct responsibility of the Senior Leadership
Team and concern the overall direction of the Company and its sustainability. Operational risks
concern day-to-day activities which need to be managed in order for services to be delivered. They
are managed by individual service managers and are regularly reported to service directors.
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Details of the Company’s financial instrument risks are set out in Note 23 of our accounts. These are
not regarded as material to an understanding of the assets, liabilities, financial position and profit
or loss of the Company. The following table summarises the key risks of the Company. A fuller risk
register is available on the Company’s website.
RISK DESCRIPTION
Failure to provide sufficient,
appropriate and timely support
to children and young people
with SEND and their parents.

IMPACT OF RISK
Children and young people with SEND do
not receive a coherent service that
meets their assessed needs leading to
poor quality outcomes. The company
fails to meet its statutory responsibilities
to children with SEND leading to adverse
Tribunal judgements and increased
costs. There is a poor working
relationship with local parents and
reputational damage to the company.

RISK MITIGATION
SEND reviews have been completed and
have led to the establishment of working
groups to improve provision for children
with SEND and support for those
working with them. The resulting action
plans are monitored by the partnership
groups in both operational areas. The
action plan for Richmond and Kingston
will be revised to reflect the findings
from the inspection and the Statement
of Action issued by Ofsted and the CQC.
Performance snapshots include key
performance indicators to give early
warning if service quality and reliability
starts to reduce. Additional staffing
resources have been agreed to manage
the increased demand for Education,
Health and Care Plans. A Programme
Director has been appointed to lead the
SEND transformation programme in
Kingston and Richmond.

Failure to identify children and
young people in need of help
and protection, and a failure to
provide the appropriate
support to ensure these
children are appropriately
safeguarded.

Children and young people suffer neglect
and abuse as a result of the company's
actions or inactions. There is a failure to
trust in the company's ability to protect
and promote the welfare of children and
young people. This may lead to
significant reputational damage to the
company. Additional management and
financial resources are required to
improve services.

Clear mechanisms are in place for
reporting concerns about a child through
the SPA/MASH which is staffed by
experienced social workers and
managers. A clear threshold framework
is in place to guide decisions on the
threshold for harm and significant harm.
Social workers assess children's needs in
a timely manner and ensure child
protection processes are used where
appropriate. Clear policies and operating
procedures are in place and casework is
appropriately recorded on an electronic
case recording system. There is good
supervision and management oversight
of all casework. Social work caseloads
are manageable. Regular performance
management and quality assurance
mechanisms are in place to test the
quality of threshold application,
decision-making and interventions with
families.
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RISK DESCRIPTION
Failure to apply an appropriate
threshold for bringing children
into care; failure to ensure that
effective multi-agency support
and permanency is provided to
children in care; and failure to
ensure appropriate support
plans are in place for children
and young people leaving care.

IMPACT OF RISK
Children and young people are brought
into care unnecessarily. Permanency
plans do not lead to safe, stable and
appropriate long-term or permanent
care placements. Care plans do
not identify or provide the care,
education and health support that
children need to achieve good or better
outcomes. There is a failure to trust in
the company's ability to support children
in care. This may lead to significant
reputational damage to the
company. Additional management and
financial resources are required to
improve services.

RISK MITIGATION
There are clear thresholds for bringing
children into care with appropriate
management oversight and approval.
Permanency Planning Meetings are held
to ensure timely decision-making about
the permanency plans for children and
young people. Social workers develop
and implement clear care plans with
appropriate multi-agency involvement.
Plans are reviewed regularly by an
allocated Independent Reviewing
Officer. Packages of support for children
in care and young people leaving care
are delivered in-house or commissioned
based on a clear assessment of needs.
Clear policies and operating procedures
are in place and casework is
appropriately recorded on an electronic
case management system. There is
good supervision and management
oversight of all casework. Social work
caseloads are manageable. Regular
performance management and quality
assurance mechanisms are in place to
test the quality and impact of services
for children in care and leaving care.

Failure to meet children's and
young people's health needs
due to a lack of capacity in
nursing, therapy and health
visiting services.

Children and young people's health and
care needs are not met causing them
distress or harm. There is a failure to
trust in the company's ability to meet
children's health and care needs. This
may lead to significant reputational
damage to the company. Additional
management and financial resources are
required to improve services.

Management has been strengthened
through the appointment of a Head of
Health Services and Team Leaders.
Permanent recruitment of experienced
children's nurses remains challenging;
however, agency workers are in place to
cover vacant posts in the children's
nursing service. Alternative approaches
(including a grow-your-own approach)
have been put in place to manage
vacancies in the health visiting service in
W&M. There are currently capacity
issues in the therapy service particularly
in relation to children's occupational
therapy and physiotherapy. There is
insufficient funding from the CCG to
meet increased demand for therapy
services both in special schools and the
non-school caseload. Additional
responsibilities have been placed on
these services through the EHCP
process. Discussions are underway with
the CCG based on the findings of an
independent therapies review.
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RISK DESCRIPTION
Working relationships with key
partner agencies deteriorate or
fail completely.

IMPACT OF RISK
Children, young people and families do
not receive coherent and coordinated
responses and services from all partner
agencies which places them at additional
risk of harm. Conflictual relationships
lead to the inability to develop services
in the best interests of families and do
not enable the company to work in the
most efficient and cost-effective way.

Failure to control escalating
placement costs for children
and young people with special
educational needs and
disabilities (SEND) or young
people who are looked after /
leaving care due to increases in
need and/or placement costs.

Significant pressure on the High Needs
Block of the Dedicated Schools Grant
(DSG). Unsustainable financial position
for the company and the Councils.
Financial efficiencies will need to be
made in other essential services with a
potential reduction in the support and
services provided to children, young
people and their families. This may lead
to escalating concerns or needs and
additional demands for other children's
services.
Unsustainable financial position for the
company and the Councils. Financial
efficiencies will need to be made in
other essential services with a potential
reduction in the support and services
provided to children, young people and
their families. This may lead to escalating
concerns or needs and additional
demands for other children's services.

The company is unable to
operate within the contract
price agreed with the Councils
due to its inability to achieve
the financial savings required
from the efficiency
programmes agreed with the
commissioning Councils.

Financial savings are not achieved and
lead to increased budget pressures and
the need to reduce employee and
service budgets without effective
planning and impact analysis. Reductions
in financial resources lead to service
reductions and poor quality services
leaving children and young people
without effective support.
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Partnership boards are in place for key
service areas where multi-agency
approaches are required with key
agencies. This includes strategic
partnerships, such as the Local
Safeguarding Partnership, and
operational partnerships, such as the
Multi-Agency Safeguarding Hub (MASH)
Board and the Multi-Agency Risk,
Vulnerability and Exploitation (MARVE)
Panel. There are regular officer meetings
and communication with partners
including schools and voluntary sector
organisations.
Open framework agreements and
dynamic purchasing system in place for
the procurement of. An expanded
placement commissioning team
manages the identification and purchase
of placements in line with children's
identified needs, and provides challenge
to caseworkers where more costeffective placements may provide
similar or improved outcomes for
children and young
people. Strengthened decision-making
and approval processes have been
established. There are quarterly Schools
Forum meetings to agree priorities for
the DSG. Detailed monthly budget
monitoring and reporting is in place with
oversight and scrutiny by senior leaders
and Board of Directors to agree actions
where necessary. Recovery Plans to
bring the Dedicated Schools Grant (High
Needs Block) into balance in 2019/20
have been agreed with the Councils.
There is regular reporting to the Councils
through various meetings.
As noted, a project management
approach has been implemented to
ensure clear financial planning is in place
to deliver Council-requested financial
efficiencies. This includes early
identification and engagement with
Council partners. Regular monitoring
and reporting is in place through a
Programme Board to ensure that
financial efficiencies are delivered. There
is an escalation process to the Councils
to unblock delays in decision-making
and poor engagement with Council
partners through the Lead
Commissioner. A risk and issue log is in
Page 14
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RISK DESCRIPTION

IMPACT OF RISK

RISK MITIGATION
place for all savings plans. Processes are
in place with the Councils to agree invest
to save proposals. There is regular
reporting and scrutiny on the
achievement of efficiency savings to the
senior leadership team, the Board of
Directors and the Councils.

Failure to adequately recruit
and retain staff in key service
areas such as social care and
health.

The company is unable to effectively
support children, young people and
families because it does not have a
stable and motivated workforce. There is
inconsistent service delivery due to high
employee turnover. There is low
employee morale due to higher
caseloads for permanent workers. The
company has higher staffing costs than
planned due to the need to recruit
additional locum workers.

Advice on people management is
provided through service level
agreements with the Kingston and
Sutton Shared HR Service and RBWM
HR Service. The Workforce Board has
oversight of all recruitment and
retention issues for the company, and
there is a task and finish group
dedicated to recruitment and retention
issues. Terms and conditions of
employment, pay scales and
discretionary HR policies have been
revised to ensure Achieving for Children
is an employer of choice. Learning and
development pathways have been
enhanced and development
opportunities, such as the talent
management programmes, have been
established.

The workforce does not have
the necessary competencies,
skills and abilities to provide the
support and services required
by children and young people.

Children and young people do not
receive the support or services they
need in an effective and timely manner
from skilled and competent
practitioners, meaning that outcomes
for them do not improve. The
organisation is unable to develop new
services and innovative ways of working
and cannot respond to new business
opportunities.

A workforce development strategy is in
place based on the current
competencies of employees and their
future needs. Implementation of the
strategy and associated people
management processes are overseen by
the Workforce Board. Learning and
development pathways are established
and detailed CPD opportunities are
managed by the workforce development
service. A leadership academy and talent
management programme are in place to
aid employee retention.

4. Our finances
The Company was incorporated on 5 February 2014 and commenced trading on 1 April 2014. The
majority of its revenue comes from its contract with the three owning Councils for the provision of
children’s services. This income totalled £150 million in 2018/19 (£133m in 2017/18) which
represents 93% (92% in 2017/18) of total income (on a management accounts rather than financial
accounts basis).
th
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Management accounts position
The Company incurred direct expenditure of £163 million (£146 million in 2017/18) in the delivery
of services. Demand led budgets remain the biggest financial pressure for the Company and have
been the subject of significant contract price adjustment during the year. The Commissioning
Councils agreed all requests for contract price change controls during the year. The increased
contract funding relates to Social Care placements, SEN Transport, front line staff and high needs
education services (funded by the ringfenced Dedicated Schools Grant) as outlined in the table
below:

Richmond Contract
Kingston Contract
Windsor and Maidenhead Contract
Total

General
Fund
£000
377
1,723
2,497
4,597

High
Needs
Services Dedicated
Schools
Grant
£000
3,500
917
118
4,535

Total
£000
3,877
2,640
2,615
9,132

The final outturn after change controls was as follows:

Operational Strategic Management
Social Care and Early Help
Education
Special Educational Needs and Children with Disabilities
Public Health
Business Services
Partners in Practice
Grand Total

Expenditure
£000
858
57,343
7,907
72,401
1,653
21,102
1,689
162,953

Income
£000
168
57,684
8,223
72,201
1,840
20,895
1,942
162,953

Overspend /
(Underspend)
£000
690
(341)
(316)
200
(187)
207
(253)
0

Financial statements
For the reporting period the Company made a trading loss of £6.747m (2017/18 £12.275m) and
reported a total comprehensive expense of £15.413m (2017/18 £9.001m) which is attributable to
its parent Councils in accordance with their share of ownership (Richmond 40%, Kingston 40%,
Windsor & Maidenhead 20%). The loss comprises:
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2018/19

2017/18

£000

£000

Trading Profit / (loss)

(6,747)

(12,275)

Other comprehensive income/expense (re-measure of net defined
benefit liability)

(8,666)

3,274

(15,413)

(9,001)

Total comprehensive (expense)/income

For the reporting period, the main differences between the Company’s outturn in its management
accounts report and its trading loss reported in the Statement of Comprehensive Income (page 36)
are related to pension adjustments under IAS 19. The difference between the loss from continuing
operations and the position for total comprehensive expense of £8.666 million is due to remeasurement of the pension liability under IAS 19. A full reconciliation between the management
accounts position and the financial accounts position is detailed in Note 9 to the Accounts.
The Statement of Financial Position, or Balance Sheet, includes a net pension liability of £53.105
million (£37.706 million at 31 March 2018). The majority of the Company’s employees are
members of the Local Government Pension Scheme (LGPS) which is a defined benefit scheme.
When the Company started trading on 1 April 2014, the majority of its staff transferred their
employment from the Councils into the Company under TUPE, which included transferring their
membership of the LGPS to the Company. The Company is an employer in the LGPS scheme, within
the two pension funds administered by Wandsworth (Richmond) and Kingston Councils.
The net pension liability at 31 March 2019 is calculated under the provisions of IAS19 whereas the
employer’s pension contributions that the Company actually makes to the pension funds are based
on an actuarial valuation undertaken under the rules of the LGPS. The Company’s contributions are
re-assessed at each triennial valuation for pension funds in the LGPS. The most recent valuation
was carried out as at 31 March 2016 and has resulted in an increase in employer contribution rates
from 15.5% to 16% (effective April 2017). The next triennial valuation is due as at 31 March 2019.
The Company holds assets (trade and other receivables, cash and cash equivalents, non-current
assets) totalling £36.055 million at 31 March 2019 (£34.152 million at 31 March 2018). The majority
relates to Trade and Other Receivables and Cash and Cash Equivalents. This reflects the control that
the Councils exert over the Company and the implications of Achieving for Children being
constituted as a Community Interest Company (CIC) – the consequences being that the Company is
subject to an ‘asset lock’ as a CIC and the Councils have decided that the Company should not own
any significant value of assets. The assets that it does own are IT-related and have a relatively short
economic life.
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Financial support from the company’s owners
The Councils are contracted with the Company for a minimum period of seven years from 1 April
2014 (Richmond and Kingston) and 1 August 2017 (Windsor and Maidenhead), with an option to
extend the contract period by another five years. The contract prices are agreed annually to take
into account changes in service requirements, inflationary and other cost pressures on the
Company, and the need for cost reductions to be identified so that the Company can deliver value
for money and contribute to the Councils’ overall financial targets.
st

st

In addition to the annual review of the contract prices, the Company can request additional funding
under a ‘change control’ provision in the contract when the Company is faced with additional costs,
for example from increases in the number of children requiring services.
In terms of its liquidity, the Company can borrow from the Councils under the Revolving Credit
Facility of £45 million. This provides funding to the Company to cover cash flow, losses and any
investment requirements.
Future financial plans
The Company has prepared a Medium Term Financial Plan (MTFP) which forecasts its income and
expenditure and financial risks over the next three years. The emphasis of the 2019/20 MTFP is on
financial sustainability given the challenging funding context for children’s and education services
nationally. The Plan includes details of how the Company intends to meet the Councils’ cost
reduction targets in the medium term and links directly to the Company’s Business Plan.
Going Concern
Achieving for Children CIC has been assessed by the Directors as a Going Concern. Despite the
significant accounting losses reported in these Accounts the Board and Senior Leadership Team
have made significant progress in identifying how these financial challenges will be met and
continues to develop these plans. The Board’s Medium Term Financial Plan outlines these financial
plans in more detail and addresses what actions are being taken to reduce the Company’s cost base
to accommodate proposed reductions in the owners’ contract prices over the next three years. As
with the parent Councils, the Company will revise pension contributions in line with the most up to
date actuarial assessment and guidance. An assessment was carried out as at 31 March 2016 and
the increased employer contribution rate (16% from 15.5%) was applied from 1 April 2017. The
increased cost was fully funded under the contracts with the Councils. The Company is wholly
owned by three Councils who are determined to be Going Concerns. The Company is able to
borrow from the Councils under a Revolving Credit Facility to ensure short term cash flow and the
Councils are contractually committed to procuring children’s services from AfC for seven years from
April 2014 (Richmond and Kingston) and seven years from August 2017 (Windsor and Maidenhead).
st

st

5. Looking forward
We are in the process of developing our next five-year corporate strategy and business plan. The
plan will set out how we will deliver excellent services, meet growing and changing local needs,
operate our business more efficiently and commercially, and secure our long-term financial
sustainability.
Our focus over the next five years will be on continuing to deliver the delivery of safe and high
quality services for children, young people and families. We will ensure our early help and health
services remain strong, our children’s social care services effectively safeguard and care for children
and young people, and we meet the needs of those with special educational needs and disabilities.
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We will maintain our reputation as an excellent provider of educational support services, including
working with our commissioning Councils to provide sufficient school places.
Our new business plan will include priorities based on the four strategic pillars below:
BUILDING FAMILY RESILIENCE

CREATING LOCAL PROVISION

Build resilience so that families and
communities are better able to help, support
and protect children without the need for
statutory interventions

Create local provision so that children and young
people can stay closer to their families and
support networks, and benefit from integrated
services

ACHIEVING INCLUSION

PROMOTING INDEPENDENCE

Develop more inclusive services and
opportunities for children and young people
with disabilities, complex needs and
challenging behaviours

Support children and young people to develop
their independence and skills for adulthood

Signed on behalf of the Board:

David Archibald
Chair of the Board of Directors
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6. Our governance arrangements
6.1 Achieving for Children as a company
We deliver education and children’s services to children and families in Kingston and Richmond
upon Thames and the Royal Borough of Windsor and Maidenhead. Our services fall into six areas
shown in the diagram below. Taken together, these services describe how we will deliver our
ambition to ensure that all children and young people live safe, happy and successful lives.
Early Help
• Childcare
• Early years education
• Children’s centres
• Family support
• Targeted youth support
• School attendance
• Education welfare
• Youth services
• Substance misuse services
• Health visiting
• School nursing
Education
• School place planning
• School admissions
• Student services
• School improvement
• School leadership development
• Alternative education provision
• Governor support
• Apprenticeships and access to
employment
• School nurses (in Windsor and
Maidenhead)
Business Services
• ICT and business systems
• Performance and business intelligence
• Quality assurance
• Strategy and policy development
• Service improvement
• Commissioning support
• Workforce development
• Marketing and communications
• Business development
• Financial planning and monitoring
• Accountancy services
• Schools’ finance
• Business Support

Social Care
• Statutory assessments and care planning
• Services for looked-after children
• Services for care leavers
• Services for unaccompanied asylum seekers
• Fostering
• Adoption

Special Educational Needs, Disabilities and Health
Services
• Educational psychology
• Special educational needs
• Integrated services for children with disabilities
• Emotional health and wellbeing
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Our workforce
In 2018-19, we employed 1,110 full-time equivalent employees. Our employees come from a broad
range of professional disciplines including social work, teaching, health services and public sector
management. We work hard to ensure that our workforce represents the diversity of the children
and young people we work with. We are also committed to the recruitment, training, development
and promotion of people with disabilities. In 2018-19:
• 80.5% of our employees were female.
• 16.9% of our employees were from a Black, Asian or Minority Ethnic (BAME) backgrounds.
• 3.8% of our employees reported that they had a disability.
• The largest faith group within our workforce is Christian (34.7%). Employees with no faith or

religion or who did not declare their religion account for 31.6% of the workforce.

• The majority of employees are aged between 30 and 50: 27.6% are aged 30 to 39; 23.2% are

aged between 40 and 49; and 23.2% are aged between 50 and 59. 16.1% are aged 29 and
under: 1.3% are aged 16 to 19; and 15.3% are aged 20 to 29. 7.8% are aged over 60 years of
age.
• 18.4% of our employees are married or in a civil partnership; 9.0% are single; 2.0% are
cohabiting; 5.0% have a partner; 1% are divorced; and under 1% are separated. The marital
status of 64.0% of our employees is not known.
• 2.4% of our employees are gay, lesbian or bi-sexual and 61.4% are heterosexual. The sexual
orientation of 36.2% of employees is not known or they declined to specify or preferred not
to say.
• 82.1% of our employees who earn over £50,000 are female; 4.5% of these employees have a
disability and 11.3% of these employees are BAME.
To ensure our employees are kept informed, consulted and involved in the development of the
company we have established a number of regular communication channels. E-mail briefings are
sent out to all employees weekly and there is a regular blog by the Managing Director and other
senior leaders. Senior leaders also hold regular drop-in sessions with employees to provide them
with an opportunity to raise issues and concerns. There is an annual leadership conference and
regular management meetings with representation from across the company. Managers are
responsible for feeding back information to employees through regular team meetings and
supervision. Company-wide briefings are held when required. The work of the Board of Directors is
shared with employees through meeting summaries which are produced after each Board meeting.
The Non-Executive Directors visit services to meet and speak with employees so that they have a
rounded understanding of the services provided to children and their families.
We have an established staff councils in Kingston, Richmond and Windsor and Maidenhead that
brings together employees from different teams and services in the company. Their role is to collect
the views of colleagues and represent these to senior leaders in order to shape the effective
operation of services in each operational area and the future direction of the company. In the past
year, the staff councils have focused on implementing the staff awards scheme and improving the
working environment for employees. There are also a number of other staff engagement
mechanisms, such as the i-Hub innovation academy, which seeks to harness and develop the
entrepreneurial ideas of our employees.
Gender pay gap
Under the Equality Act 2010 (Specific Duties and Public Authorities) Regulations 2017, public sector
employers with 250 or more employees are required to publish a snapshot of their workforce data.
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Our data, which has been published on the government’s website, shows that:
•
•
•
•

80.5% of our workforce are women;
79.0% of the top quartile of earners are women;
The average hourly pay for women is 2.5% lower than for men; and
The median hourly pay for women is 2.6% lower than for men.

The gender pay gap is not about equal pay for men and women. It is the difference between the
average and median pay of men and women. It does not measure equal pay, which relates to what
women and men are paid for the same jobs or work of equal value. In Achieving for Children equal
pay is addressed through our job evaluation scheme.
The data required by government is a fairly simplistic indicator of a complex set of issues. Our
ambition is to ensure equality of opportunity for women. We will seek to achieve this by:
•
•
•
•
•

Refining and developing our recruitment processes
Championing our talent and leadership programmes
Reviewing and developing our learning and development offer
Growing and promoting our mentoring and coaching offer
Supporting women to remain in work through flexible working arrangements

Our partners
We know that excellent children’s services cannot be delivered in isolation. We have worked with
health services, the police, schools and organisations in the voluntary sector to make sure our
services are relevant and responsive to the needs of local children and families. Senior leaders from
the company represent the interests of children’s services on a number of statutory partnership
bodies, including the Health and Wellbeing Boards, Community Safety Partnerships and the Local
Safeguarding Partnerships.
Our commitment to partnership working is evident in the way in which we engage with children and
young people. We know that children and young people are best supported if they are able to shape
and determine the services they and their families receive. Our Engagement Strategy sets out how
we work together so that children, young people, parents and carers have opportunities to influence
the design, commissioning, delivery and evaluation of our services so that they are better able to
meet their needs now and in the future.

6.2 Governance
Ownership
The Royal Borough of Kingston upon Thames (40%), London Borough of Richmond upon Thames
(40%) and Royal Borough of Windsor and Maidenhead (20%) are the joint owners of Achieving for
Children, which is a community interest company limited by guarantee. Their responsibilities and
the ownership decisions they must make are set out in an inter-authority agreement. The Councils
fulfil their ownership role through a Joint Committee. The Committee is responsible for ensuring
that the Company operates and develops in accordance with the wishes of all Councils. To ensure
the role of company owners in the governance of the company is explicit and there is a clear scheme
of delegated authority, the Reserved Matters are structured according to bands as set out below
along with the associated decision making arrangements:
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-

Band 1 decisions - reserved to the founding members and require both Kingston and Richmond
to unanimously agree to pass. These are matters that relate to the company size and form.

-

Band 2 decisions- matters that require 75% of the votes of all members (special resolution) to
be cast in favour to pass. These are matters that are required in law to be a special resolution.

-

Band 3 decisions – matters require the majority of votes by the members to be cast in favour to
pass.

A full description of the Governance Arrangements and Scheme of Delegation are available at the
following link:
https://cabnet.richmond.gov.uk/documents/s66532/Joint%20Committee%2020.03.17%20Goveranc
e%20Report.pdf
Operational commissioning decisions and performance review are delegated to a number of
specialised officer boards that meet regularly throughout the year with membership including Chief
Executives of the Councils and AfC, Directors of Finance of the Councils and AfC, the Director of
Children’s Services, Lead Commissioners of the three Councils as well as other relevant officers.
Financial governance arrangements
The Council owners exert a degree of financial control over the Company. In particular the owners
have to approve:
•
•
•

The Company’s business plan, including its budget
The Company’s financial plan and any borrowing, credit facility or investment arrangements
Any contract for revenue expenditure that has a total value of more than £10 million or any
capital investment of more than £10,000

The Councils provide funding to the Company through a Revolving Credit Facility. This is a short-term
loan facility that provides working capital, investment finance and funds any losses for the
Company. The Councils closely monitor the Company’s financial performance through the
Operational Commissioning Group.
In addition to the requirements of the Companies Act 2006, as a community interest company
Achieving for Children is governed by the Companies (Audit, Investigations and Community
Enterprise) Act 2004 and the Community Interest Company Regulations 2005. The Company is
established as a not-for-profit organisation and seeks to provide value for money services to the
Councils – any surplus that is made is earmarked for investment in children’s services. The Company
trades primarily with its parent Councils and other entities involved in providing children’s services
within the UK. The company is domiciled in the UK for tax purposes. The Company does not make
any donations or provide any support to political parties.
Board of Directors
The AfC Board of Directors is the body appointed by the Council’s to oversee the activity of the
Company. The Councils, as owners of the company, reserve the power to appoint all directors.
The composition of the Board when there are no director vacancies is as follows:
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Board Composition
2 x Executive Directors (max)
6 x Council Appointed Directors (max 2 x per
member)
6 x Non-Executive Independent Directors
14 TOTAL
The governance arrangements for the company are set out in its Articles of Association. Board
Directors are appointed for the skills and experience that they bring, and have responsibility for
overseeing the management of the company and for providing advice to the owners on its future
direction and strategy. Each of the Non-Executive Independent Directors leads on a particular
service area or priority and regularly visit services to meet with employees and service-users in order
to maintain an overview of performance. Directors of the Company in 2018/19 were:

DIRECTOR

MEMBERSHIP OF BOARD
From

To

Exceutive Directors
Ian Dodds

06/10/2016

-

Nick Whitfield

05/02/2014

20/08/2018

Kevin McDaniel

20/08/2018

-

Nikki Craig

20/08/2018

-

Liz Bruce

12/06/2017

-

Sarah Ireland

01/05/2018

31/03/2019

Rob Stubbs

01/08/2017

20/08/2018

Andy Jeffs

01/08/2017

20/08/2018

Robert Henderson

05/02/2014

14/12/2018

Anne Redparth

12/07/2017

01/05/2018

David Archibald

26/01/2016

-

Jane Spencer

01/04/2016

-

Catherine Jervis

11/09/2017

-

Sian Wicks

11/09/2017

-

Nina Hingorani-Crain

11/09/2017

-

Chris Symons

11/09/2017

Council Appointed Directors

Non Executive Independent Directors
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Board Committee meetings and attendance
The Board has established an Audit and Risk Committee to liaise with the company’s internal and
external auditors and advise the Board on audit and risk matters. The Committee has reviewed risk
management and assurance and the company’s risk register and has received regular updates on
progress of the internal audit plan that provides assurance against any significant control
weaknesses
Meetings of the Board and Committees were held during 2018/19 as follows:

01-May-18

AUDIT AND
RISK
COMMITTEE
05-Jun-18

19-Jun-18

16-Oct-18

21-Aug-18

23-Jan-19

BOARD OF
DIRECTORS

31-Oct-18
04-Dec-18
07-Feb-19
The following table shows the attendance at meetings in 2018/19:
ATTENDANCE AT BOARD
OF DIRECTORS

ATTENDANCE AT AUDIT
AND RISK COMMITTEE

POTENTIAL

ACTUAL

POTENTIAL

ACTUAL

From

To

David Archibald

6

6

3

3

01/04/2018

31/03/2019

Jane Spencer

6

5

3

3

01/04/2018

31/03/2019

Catherine Jervis

6

6

3

3

01/04/2018

31/03/2019

Sian Wicks

6

5

3

2

01/04/2018

31/03/2019

Nina Hingorani-Crain

6

4

3

2

01/04/2018

31/03/2019

Chris Symons

6

6

3

3

01/04/2018

31/03/2019

Ian Dodds

6

6

0

0

01/04/2018

31/03/2019

Nick Whitfield

2

2

0

0

01/04/2018

30/08/2018

Kevin McDaniel

3

3

0

n/a

20/08/2018

31/03/2019

Nikki Craig

3

3

0

n/a

20/08/2018

31/03/2019

Liz Bruce

6

5

0

n/a

01/04/2018

31/03/2019

Sarah Ireland

6

4

0

n/a

01/05/2018

31/03/2019

Rob Stubbs

2

0

0

n/a

01/04/2018

20/08/2018

Andy Jeffs

2

1

0

n/a

01/04/2018

20/08/2018

Robert Henderson

5

4

0

n/a

01/04/2018

14/12/2018

Anne Redparth

1

1

0

n/a

01/04/2018

01/05/2018

DIRECTOR
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*
Executive Directors are not members of the Audit and Risk Committee and attend by
invitation to advise the Committee
**
Nominated substitutes can attend for Council Appointed Directors and the attendance
*** Membership of the Remuneration Committee is restricted to Non-Executive Independent
Directors
Remuneration of Directors
There are different arrangements for setting the remuneration of Board Directors:
a) Executive Directors employed by AfC have their terms and conditions determined by the
Company.
b) Council Appointed Directors are employed by the three Councils and are executive directors for
their respective Councils. Their terms of employments are determined by the employing
Council and relates to their service to the Council. Their service on the Board of Achieving for
Children is not remunerated and no costs are charged to the company for their services.
c) Non-Executive Independent Directors are part time directors of Achieving for Children and their
remuneration is based on a daily rate that includes attendance at Board and Committee
meetings and associated work. Their appointment and terms are determined by the Councils.
Non-Executive Independent Directors are appointed, and their remuneration agreed, by the Councils
acting as the owners of the Company in a general meeting. Their remuneration is based on a daily
rate of £495 and covers all meetings and preparation work. The remuneration for Directors of the
Company is set out below:
NATIONAL PENSION
OTHER
SALARY INSURANCE BENEFITS EXPENSES
TOTAL
£
£
£
£
£
David Archibald
2018/19
NEID
14,405
1,600
0
0
16,005
2017/18
9,281
905
0
0
10,186
Jane Spencer
2018/19
NEID
6,287
509
0
0
6,796
2017/18
6,930
675
0
0
7,605
Catherine Jervis
2018/19
NEID
7,178
603
1,148
0
8,929
2017/18
3,713
324
594
0
4,631
Sian Wicks
2018/19
NEID
7,064
684
1,130
0
8,878
2017/18
3,960
359
634
0
4,953
Nina Hingorani-Crain NEID
2018/19
5,940
392
0
0
6,332
2017/18
2,475
0
0
0
2,475
Chris Symons
2018/19
NEID
5,772
438
238
0
6,448
2017/18
2,935
217
470
0
3,622
David Groves
2018/19
NEID
0
2017/18
10,271
1,136
0
0
11,407
Gill Holmes
2018/19
NEID
0
2017/18
1,980
179
0
0
2,159
Ian Dodds
2018/19
Exec Director
135,501
17,537
21,680
0
174,718
2017/18
104,115
13,242
16,658
0
134,015
Nick Whitfield
2018/19
Exec Director
54,297
6,718
0
287
61,302
2017/18
110,915
14,181
0
552
125,648
2018/19
TOTAL
236,444
28,481
24,196
287
289,408
2017/18
244,324
29,903
18,356
552
306,701
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Remuneration of Council appointed directors
Council appointed directors serve as part of their duties to their Councils, and they receive no
additional remuneration in respect of these appointments. They are not remunerated by Achieving
for Children nor does the Company bear any charge for their services as directors. Their
remuneration is published in the accounts of their respective Councils and is available on their
websites:
https://www.kingston.gov.uk/info/200285/financial_information/738/accounts
http://www.richmond.gov.uk/budgets_and_spending
https://www3.rbwm.gov.uk/downloads/download/208/annual_statement_of_accounts_reports
Remuneration of senior management of the company
The Board of Directors has delegated the responsibility for the day to day running of Achieving for
Children to the Managing Director and Directors who make decisions on the Senior Leadership Team
(SLT). These delegations are detailed in a Scheme of Delegation. The organisation’s directors are
responsible for ensuring the company achieves the ambitions and strategy set by the Board of
Directors, and delivers the best possible services for children and their families in line with our
contract with the commissioning Councils.
Nick Whitfield (left September 2018), Ian Dodds, Rob Henderson (left December 2018) and Kevin
McDaniel are Board Directors and the other senior leaders have the term ‘director’ in their job title
but are not Directors of the Company. The following table provides details of the 2018/19 Company
Senior Leadership Team membership.
Company Senior Leadership Team (extended)
Ian Dodds

Nick Whitfield
Robert Henderson
James Thomas
Pauline Maddison
Kevin McDaniel
Alison Twynam
Lin Ferguson
Charis Penfold
Lucy Kourpas
Deborah
Glassbrook
Andrew Thorne

Managing Director (all contracts)
Deputy Chief Executive (Business Services - all
contracts)
Chief Executive (all contracts)
Deputy Chief Executive / Director of Children’s
Services (Richmond and Kingston contract)
Interim Director of Children’s Services (Richmond
contract)
Interim Director of Children’s Services (Kingston
contract)
Deputy Chief Executive / Director of Children’s
Services (Windsor and Maidenhead contract)
Director of Social Care (Richmond and Kingston
contract)
Director of Social Care (Windsor and Maidenhead
contract)
Director of Education Services (Richmond and
Kingston contract)
Director of Finance and Resources (Business
Services - all contracts)
Director of Improvement (Business Services - all
contracts)
Director of AfC Prime (Partners in Practice)
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Start date

End Date

August 2018

-

April 2014

July 2018

April 2014
April 2014

September
2018
December
2018

January 2019

-

November
2018

-

August 2017

-

April 2014

-

August 2017

-

April 2014

-

October 2016

-

October 2016

-

October 2017

March 2019
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Lin Ferguson
Charis Penfold
Alison Crossick
Lucy Kourpas
Deborah
Glassbrook
Andrew
Thorne

TOTAL

Alison
Twynam

AGENCY

Robert
Henderson

OTHER
EXPENSES

James Thomas

PENSION
BENEFITS

Pauline
Maddison

NATIONAL
INSURANCE

Kevin
McDaniel

SALARY

The remuneration of each member of the Company Senior Leadership Team who was not on the
Company Board of Directors in 2018/19 was:

£

£

£

£

£

£

2018/19
2017/18 (part year)

105,500
66,667

13,397
8,449

15,087
9,533

332
0

0
0

134,316
84,649

2018/19 (part year)
2017/18

0
-

0
-

0
-

0
-

71,786
-

71,786
0

2018/19 (part year)
2017/18

0
-

0
-

0
-

0
-

65,450
-

65,450
0

2018/19 (part year)
2017/18

104,900
129,545

13,608
16,682

18,807
23,318

253
46

0
0

137,568
169,591

2018/19
2017/18
2018/19
2017/18 (part year)
2018/19
2017/18
2018/19
2017/18 (part year)
2018/19
2017/18

114,650
107,687
97,349
14,702
103,248
99,948
74,016
43,393
99,809
95,598

14,659
13,735
12,284
1,841
13,086
12,670
9,053
5,238
12,516
11,048

20,637
19,384
13,921
2,101
16,520
15,992
11,843
6,943
15,969
15,296

182
329
312
0
1,301
1,211
162
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

150,128
141,135
123,866
18,644
134,155
129,821
95,074
55,574
128,294
121,942

2018/19
2017/18

101,960
97,712

12,908
12,358

16,314
15,634

2,665
0

0
0

133,847
125,704

2018/19
2017/18 (part year)

91,779
35,359

11,365
4,869

14,685
6,297

468
0

0

118,297
46,525

Review of governance and internal control
The Audit and Risk Committee is responsible for advising the Board on the adequacy and
effectiveness of the Company’s governance, risk management, internal control, treasury
management and value for money systems and frameworks.
The governance review arrangements require that each Director of Children Services carries out a
review of the effectiveness of internal control for their respective areas of responsibility and this has
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been reviewed by the Managing Director. They have reported their findings to the Audit and Risk
Committee which agreed a Statement of Internal Control at its meeting in June 2019 and advised the
Board that the Company had adequate and effective arrangements in place in relation to Company’s
governance, risk management, internal control, treasury management and value for money systems
and frameworks.
There are effective arrangements for the governance of health services delivered by the company
that are regulated by the Care Quality Commission (CQC). The Managing Director, as the Responsible
Individual for CQC-regulated services, chairs the Clinical Governance Group which ensures that
health services are safe, continually improving and provide high standards of clinical care. There is a
nominated Non-Executive Director on the Board of Directors responsible for health services. There
are regular reports to the Board of Directors on health services to provide assurance. The
Responsible Individual and the nominated Non-Executive Director meet with representatives of all
health services as part of an annual programme of assurance visits.
6.3 Directors’ responsibilities
The directors are responsible for preparing the Annual Report that includes the Strategic Report and
Directors’ Report, and the financial statements in accordance with applicable law and regulations.
Company law requires the directors to prepare financial statements for each financial year.
Accordingly, the directors have elected to prepare the financial statements in accordance with
International Financial Reporting Standards (IFRSs) as adopted by the European Union. Under
company law, the directors must not approve the financial statements unless they are satisfied that
they give a true and fair view of the state of affairs and profit or loss of the Company for that period.
In preparing these financial statements, the directors are required to:
• select suitable accounting policies and then apply them consistently;
• make judgements and accounting estimates that are reasonable and prudent;
• state whether IFRSs as adopted by the EU have been followed, subject to any material departures
disclosed and explained in the Group and parent Company Financial Statements respectively; and
• prepare the financial statements on the going concern basis unless it is inappropriate to presume
that the Company will continue in business.
The directors are responsible for keeping adequate accounting records that are sufficient to show
and explain the Company’s transactions and disclose with reasonable accuracy at any time the
financial position of the Company and enable them to ensure that the financial statements comply
with the Companies Act 2006. They are also responsible for safeguarding the assets of the Company
and hence for taking reasonable steps for the prevention and detection of fraud and other
irregularities.
The directors confirm that:
•
•

so far as each director is aware, there is no relevant audit information of which the
company’s auditor is unaware; and
the directors have taken all the steps that they ought to have taken as directors in order to
make themselves aware of any relevant audit information and to establish that the
company’s auditor is aware of that information.
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The directors are responsible for preparing the annual report in accordance with applicable law and
regulations. The directors consider that the annual report and financial statements, when taken as a
whole, is fair, balanced and understandable.
Furthermore, the Directors are responsible for the maintenance and integrity of the corporate and
financial information included on the Company’s website. Legislation in the UK governing the
preparation and dissemination of financial statements may differ from legislation in other
jurisdictions.
Each of the Directors, who are identified on page 24, is responsible for preparing the annual report
and financial statements. In particular, each of the Directors confirms that to the best of their
knowledge:
• The statement of accounts, which have been prepared in accordance with IFRSs, give a true and
fair view of the assets, liabilities, financial position and profit or loss of the Company and the
undertakings included in the consolidation taken as a whole; and
• The Strategic Report, contained in pages 5 to 19 and the Directors’ Report, contained in pages 20
to 30, together set out a fair review of the development and performance of the business and
position of the Company and describe the principal risks that it faces;
Signed on behalf of the Board:

David Archibald
Chair of the Board of Directors
9 July 2019
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Introduction to the Financial Accounts and Audit Fees
These accounts have been compiled in line with International Financial Reporting Standards (IFRSs)
and cover the period from 1 April 2018 to 31 March 2019. The accounts have been audited by Grant
Thornton UK LLP. For transparency purposes the following table details the fees payable to Grant
Thornton.
Description

2018/19
£000
28

2017/18
£000
35

28

35

Taxation compliance services (Corporation Tax)
Certification of Teachers Pension Return

0
4

5
8

Total fees payable to the auditor for other services

4

13

Annual audit fee
Total Fees payable to the auditor for the audit of the
Company’s annual Accounts

Grant Thornton UK LLP is constituted as a limited liability partnership in accordance with the Limited
Liability Partnership Act 2000.
The financial accounts and disclosures are set out in the Company’s Statement of Accounts that
follows the Auditor’s Report.
Auditor’s Report
The report by Achieving for Children’s independent auditor on the financial statements for the
period ending 31 March 2019 is set out on the following page.
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Independent auditor's report to the members of Achieving for Children Community Interest
Company
Opinion
We have audited the financial statements of Achieving for Children Community Interest Company (the ‘company’) for the year
ended 31 March 2019, which comprise the Statement of Comprehensive Income, the Statement of Changes in Equity, the
Statement of Financial Position, the Statement of Cashflows and notes to the financial statements, including a summary of
significant accounting policies. The financial reporting framework that has been applied in their preparation is applicable law
and International Financial Reporting Standards (IFRSs) as adopted by the European Union.
In our opinion, the financial statements:
•
•
•

give a true and fair view of the state of the company’s affairs as at 31 March 2019 and of its loss for the year then ended;
have been properly prepared in accordance with IFRSs as adopted by the European Union; and
have been prepared in accordance with the requirements of the Companies Act 2006.

Basis for opinion
We conducted our audit in accordance with International Standards on Auditing (UK) (ISAs (UK)) and applicable law. Our
responsibilities under those standards are further described in the ‘Auditor’s responsibilities for the audit of the financial
statements’ section of our report. We are independent of the company in accordance with the ethical requirements that are
relevant to our audit of the financial statements in the UK, including the FRC’s Ethical Standard, and we have fulfilled our other
ethical responsibilities in accordance with these requirements. We believe that the audit evidence we have obtained is sufficient
and appropriate to provide a basis for our opinion.
Conclusions relating to going concern
We have nothing to report in respect of the following matters in relation to which the ISAs (UK) require us to report to you
where:
•
•

the directors’ use of the going concern basis of accounting in the preparation of the financial statements is not
appropriate; or
the directors have not disclosed in the financial statements any identified material uncertainties that may cast
significant doubt about the company’s ability to continue to adopt the going concern basis of accounting for a period
of at least twelve months from the date when the financial statements are authorised for issue.

Other information
The directors are responsible for the other information. The other information comprises the information included in the annual
report, other than the financial statements and our auditor’s report thereon. Our opinion on the financial statements does not
cover the other information and, except to the extent otherwise explicitly stated in our report, we do not express any form of
assurance conclusion thereon.
In connection with our audit of the financial statements, our responsibility is to read the other information and, in doing so,
consider whether the other information is materially inconsistent with the financial statements or our knowledge obtained in
the audit or otherwise appears to be materially misstated. If we identify such material inconsistencies or apparent material
misstatements, we are required to determine whether there is a material misstatement in the financial statements or a material
misstatement of the other information. If, based on the work we have performed, we conclude that there is a material
misstatement of this other information, we are required to report that fact. We have nothing to report in this regard.
Opinions on other matters prescribed by the Companies Act 2006
In our opinion, based on the work undertaken in the course of the audit:
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•
•

the information given in the strategic report and the directors’ report for the financial year for which the financial
statements are prepared is consistent with the financial statements; and
the strategic report and the directors’ report have been prepared in accordance with applicable legal requirements.

Matter on which we are required to report under the Companies Act 2006
In the light of the knowledge and understanding of the company and its environment obtained in the course of the audit, we
have not identified material misstatements in the strategic report or the directors’ report.
Matters on which we are required to report by exception
We have nothing to report in respect of the following matters in relation to which the Companies Act 2006 requires us to report
to you if, in our opinion:
•
•
•
•

adequate accounting records have not been kept, or returns adequate for our audit have not been received from
branches not visited by us; or
the financial statements are not in agreement with the accounting records and returns; or
certain disclosures of directors’ remuneration specified by law are not made; or
we have not received all the information and explanations we require for our audit.

Responsibilities of directors for the financial statements
As explained more fully in the directors’ responsibilities statement set out on pages 29 and 30, the directors are responsible for
the preparation of the financial statements and for being satisfied that they give a true and fair view, and for such internal
control as the directors determine is necessary to enable the preparation of financial statements that are free from material
misstatement, whether due to fraud or error.
In preparing the financial statements, the directors are responsible for assessing the company’s ability to continue as a going
concern, disclosing, as applicable, matters related to going concern and using the going concern basis of accounting unless the
directors either intend to liquidate the company or to cease operations, or have no realistic alternative but to do so.
Auditor’s responsibilities for the audit of the financial statements
Our objectives are to obtain reasonable assurance about whether the financial statements as a whole are free from material
misstatement, whether due to fraud or error, and to issue an auditor’s report that includes our opinion. Reasonable assurance is
a high level of assurance, but is not a guarantee that an audit conducted in accordance with ISAs (UK) will always detect a
material misstatement when it exists. Misstatements can arise from fraud or error and are considered material if, individually or
in the aggregate, they could reasonably be expected to influence the economic decisions of users taken on the basis of these
financial statements.
A further description of our responsibilities for the audit of the financial statements is located on the Financial Reporting
Council’s website at: www.frc.org.uk/auditorsresponsibilities. This description forms part of our auditor’s report.
Use of our report
This report is made solely to the company’s members, as a body, in accordance with Chapter 3 of Part 16 of the Companies Act
2006. Our audit work has been undertaken so that we might state to the company’s members those matters we are required to
state to them in an auditor’s report and for no other purpose. To the fullest extent permitted by law, we do not accept or
assume responsibility to anyone other than the company and the company’s members as a body, for our audit work, for this
report, or for the opinions we have formed.
Richard Hagley BSc FCA
Senior Statutory Auditor, for and on behalf of Grant Thornton UK LLP
Statutory Auditor, Chartered Accountants
London
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THE CORE FINANCIAL STATEMENTS
STATEMENT OF COMPREHENSIVE INCOME FOR THE PERIOD
ENDED 31 MARCH 2019
This statement measures the Company’s performance for the period and shows the accounting profit or loss in
accordance with International Financial Reporting Standards (IFRS).
Trading

2018/19
£000

2017/18
£000

NOTES

Trading

Revenue
Other income
Employee benefits
Depreciation
Other expenses
Operating Profit / (Loss)

7
7
5
10
8

154,026
6,232
(50,575)
(148)
(114,993)
(5,458)

123,067
6,068
(50,300)
(148)
(89,822)
(11,135)

Finance income
Finance costs

18
18

12
(1,302)

5
(1,143)

(6,748)

(12,273)

19

1
(6,747)

(2)
(12,275)

5

(8,666)
(8,666)

3,274
3,274

(15,413)

(9,001)

(6,165)
(6,165)
(3,083)

(3,600)
(3,600)
(1,800)

(15,413)

(9,001)

Profit / (Loss) before tax
Tax expense
Profit / (Loss) from continuing operations
Other comprehensive income:
Items that will not be re-classified subsequently to profit or loss
- Re-measurement of net defined benefit liability
Other comprehensive income for the period net of tax
TOTAL COMPREHENSIVE INCOME/(EXPENSE) FOR THE YEAR
Loss for the year attributable to parent companies:
LB Richmond upon Thames (40%)
RB Kingston upon Thames (40%)
RB Windsor and Maidenhead (20%)
Total
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STATEMENT OF CHANGES IN EQUITY FOR THE PERIOD ENDED
31 MARCH 2019
This statement shows the movement or change in value of net equity from the beginning of the reporting period
to the 31 March.
The Company’s net worth or equity is currently showing as a significant negative balance. The owning Councils
retain decision making power on a number of reserved matters and as a result of Community Interest Companies
being subject to a legislative ‘asset lock’, have determined that AfC cannot hold significant Non-Current Assets. In
addition, the Board and owning Councils have committed to offering the Local Government Pension Scheme to
ensure compliance with the offer of equivalent terms and conditions for TUPE staff and it is a key part of the
Company’s recruitment and retention strategy. The LGPS is a funded defined benefit scheme and as a result AfC
is reporting a significant pension deficit on the Statement of Financial Position. This deficit represents the shortfall
in money set aside to pay for pension rights earned to date. This money will not be paid out until the current
members retire and does not represent an immediate cashflow issue. The fund is subject to a triennial valuation
and employer contribution rates will be adjusted to ensure that the fund is adequately resourced to pay out
retirement benefits due, when they are due. The combination of these two factors means that AfC’s Equity is
likely to remain in a negative position for the foreseeable future but does not mean that the Company is not a
Going Concern. The reasons for a positive Going Concern assessment are detailed in Note 2 to these Accounts.

Notes

Pensions
Reserve
£000

Retained
Earnings
£000

Total
Attributable
to Owners
£000

(6,971)

(23,217)

(30,188)

(12,275)

(12,275)

Balance at 31 March 2017
Profit/(Loss) for the year
Other Comprehensive Income
- Re-measurement of net defined benefit liability

SCI

5

Total comprehensive income for the year
Balance at 31 March 2018
Profit/(Loss) for the year
Other Comprehensive Income
- Re-measurement of net defined benefit liability

3,274
3,274

(12,275)

(9,001)

(3,697)

(35,492)

(39,189)

(6,747)

(6,747)

SCI

5

Total comprehensive income for the year
Balance at 31 March 2019

3,274

(8,666)

(8,666)

(8,666)

(6,747)

(15,413)

(12,363)

(42,239)

(54,602)

* The annual balance will be carried forward within the Company’s Statement of Financial Position
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There were no non-controlling entities for the 2017/18 and 2018/19 periods.
Pensions Reserve – This reserve represents the cumulative amount that has been recognised via Other
Comprehensive Income in relation to re-measurement of the net defined benefit liability due to changes in
actuarial assumptions. Examples include changes in demographic assumptions, changes in financial assumptions,
changes in the asset ceiling and return on assets that are not included in net interest.
Retained Earnings – This represents the net cumulative carrying amount of the Profit / (Loss) from continuing
operations.
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STATEMENT OF FINANCIAL POSITION AS AT 31 MARCH 2019
The Statement of Financial Position or Balance Sheet shows the net worth of the Company as at the 31 March in
accordance with IFRS. It shows what the Company owes and owns and the equity within the Company that is
attributable to Achieving for Children’s (AfC) parent Councils.

Company Registration Number 08878185

Notes

31 March
2019
£000

31 March
2018
£000

ASSETS
Property, Plant and Equipment
Payment in Advance
Non-Current Assets

10

384
31
415

500
33
533

Trade and Other Receivables
Cash and Cash Equivalents
Current Assets

13
14

33,235
2,405
35,640

26,326
7,293
33,619

36,055

34,152

(54,602)

(39,189)

TOTAL ASSETS
EQUITY AND LIABILITIES
Equity
Liabilities:
Pension and other employee obligations
Non-current liabilities

5

53,105
53,105

37,706
37,706

Borrowings
Trade and other payables
Provisions
Current liabilities

17
15
16

23,400
14,142
10
37,552

18,500
17,113
22
35,635

Total Liabilities

90,657

73,341

TOTAL EQUITY AND LIABILITIES

36,055

34,152

Signed:

David Archibald, Chair of the Board
9 July 2019
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STATEMENT OF CASHFLOWS FOR THE PERIOD ENDING 31
MARCH 2019
The Statement of Cashflows shows the changes in cash and cash equivalents of the Company during the
reporting period and how cash movements relate to the profit and loss for the period.
2018/19
£000

2017/18
£000

CIS
20
5
20

(6,747)
12,247
(5,378)
(9,878)
(9,756)

(12,275)
16,988
(4,123)
8,000
8,590

10

(32)

(633)

22,500
(17,600)
4,900

13,010
(15,524)
(2,514)

(4,888)
7,293

5,443
1,850

2,405

7,293

Notes
Operating Activities
Loss before tax
Non cash flow adjustments
Contributions to defined benefit plans
Net changes in working capital
Net cash from operating activities
Investing Activities
Net cash used in investing activities
Financing Activities
Proceeds from borrowings
Repayment of borrowings
Net cash from / used in financing activities
Net movement in cash and cash equivalents
Cash and cash equivalents at the beginning of the year
Cash and cash equivalents at the end of the year

14

AfC borrows money from its parent Councils via a revolving credit facility for ongoing operations. The amount
owed to the Councils under this arrangement is detailed in Note 17 to the accounts.
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NOTES TO THE CORE FINANCIAL STATEMENTS
NOTE 1 GENERAL INFORMATION AND STATEMENT OF COMPLIANCE WITH IFRS
Achieving for Children (AfC) was registered as a Community Interest Company on 5th February 2014. The
Company is jointly owned by the LB Richmond upon Thames (40%), RB Kingston upon Thames (40%) and RB
Windsor and Maidenhead (20%). The Company began trading on 1 April 2014. This statement of accounts
reports on the fifth year of trading and covers the period from 1 April 2018 to 31 March 2019.
AfC was established to provide children’s social care and education services to children, families and young
people across the boroughs of Richmond and Kingston as well as other areas. In August 2017 Windsor and
Maidenhead joined the Company and services now extend to this third borough. The 2018/19 statement of
accounts is the first full financial year of Windsor and Maidenhead in the Company. The main contracts
during the accounting period to which this statement relates are with the LB Richmond, RB Kingston and RB
Windsor and Maidenhead. The Company also supports other local authorities and public sector partners
through the provision of services and advice. This has included continuing work as a Department for
Education ‘Partner in Practice’ during 2018/19.
This Statement of Accounts has been prepared in accordance with International Financial Reporting
Standards as required by the Companies Act 2006. The Accounts summarise the Company’s financial
performance (Statement of Comprehensive Income), equity (Statement of Equity), financial position
(Statement of Financial Position) and cash flow (Statement of Cashflows) for the period. The financial
statements have been prepared under the historical cost convention. Pension assets and liabilities are
measured in line with the requirements of IAS19, further details are included in Note 5.
A new requirement, IFRS 15 Recognition of Revenue from Contracts with Customers, has been adopted
from 1 April 2018. AfC has assessed all income against this new standard as part of the preparation and
completion of the 2018/19 Statement of Accounts process. Applying IFRS 15, an entity recognises revenue
to depict the transfer of promised goods or services to the customer in an amount that reflects the
consideration to which the entity expects to be entitled in exchange for those goods or services. Revenue
will only be recognised when all obligations have been fulfilled. Detailed assessments have concluded that
the new accounting standard has not impacted on revenue recognition due to the nature of the Company’s
operations and the arrangements in place for the three main contracts with the owning Councils. Further
details of revenue are included in Note 7.
In preparing this Statement the Company has considered the impact that exit from the European Union
(BREXIT) may have. No material financial impact is expected but the organisation may be affected by
resulting changes to the law, including those relating to education and children’s services, employment,
procurement regulations and statutory reporting. In addition, changes in the cost of goods and services due
to changes in the cost of import or changes to exchange rates could impact on the cost of running services
and require negotiations with Commissioners with regard to contract prices.
Changes to IFRS 16 Leases have been introduced effective from 1 January 2019. This new accounting
standard will apply to any fiscal year beginning in calendar year 2019. Considerable work will be needed in
preparation for the 2019/20 accounts to ensure financial reporting complies with this new standard. It is
likely to result in the recognition of additional assets and liabilities currently recognised as operating leases.

NOTE 2 SIGNIFICANT ACCOUNTING POLICIES, ESTIMATES AND JUDGEMENTS
The Company has followed a detailed set of IFRS compliant accounting policies in the production of these
accounts. The full policies are contained in Note 28 to these Accounts. The Accounting policies are revised
annually to ensure they remain appropriate and relevant. The most significant policies to note are:
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•

Recognition of Income and Expenditure
Activity is accounted for in the period that it takes place, not simply when cash payments are made
or received. In particular:
Income – IFRS 15 has been adopted from the 2018/19 reporting period. Revenue from the sale of
goods and services is recognised when (or as) the Company transfers control of goods or services to
a customer at the amount to which the Company expects to be entitled, and all obligations have
been fulfilled in relation to the revenue and/or contract.
Depending on whether certain criteria are met, revenue is recognised either over time, in a manner
that best reflects the company’s performance, or at a point in time, when control of the goods or
services is transferred to the customer.
Expenditure - Supplies are recorded as expenditure when they are consumed. Expenses in relation
to services received (including services provided by employees) are recorded as expenditure when
the services are received rather than when payments are made.
The de-minimis limit for adjusting the accounts for income and expenditure not physically received
or paid (accruals) but relating to the reporting year is £5,000.

•

Post-Employment Benefits
The following pension schemes are available to employees of AfC:
-

Teachers’ Pension Scheme is available to teachers
National Health Service Pension Scheme is available to staff carrying out health functions
Local Government Pensions Scheme (LB Wandsworth (formerly Richmond) and RB Kingston
schemes) are available to all staff

These are all Defined Benefit Schemes, but the first two are accounted for as Defined Contribution
Schemes due to their nature. For Defined Contributions Schemes, the payments are accounted for
on an accruals basis with no adjustment under IAS 19.
The LGPS is accounted for as required by IAS 19 to show the cost of benefits earned in the period of
account against the relevant service. This uses figures provided by the Actuary in assessing the
current value of benefits earned during the period, the impact of decisions or changes made during
the period, interest and re-measurement costs. Further details are provided in Note 5 to the
Accounts.
The value (on an IAS19 basis) of the net liability associated with staff transferring in from the RB
Windsor and Maidenhead has been estimated at a mid-point between the two actuarial estimates
that are available at the time of producing these accounts. The amount has been recognised
through the Comprehensive Income and Expenditure Account. The Councils pension teams are
currently in negotiation about the exact value of the transfer and therefore the mid-point is the
most materially correct value to recognise given the information known at the time of producing
these accounts.
The following Critical Judgements and assumptions have been made in applying Accounting Policies:
• Agency relationship – It has been assessed that the passporting of some transactions in the
Dedicated Schools Grant on behalf of the parent Councils to various education establishments is an
agency relationship and has therefore been excluded from AfC’s Accounts. Further details are
available in Note 6.
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• Going Concern – Achieving for Children CIC has been assessed by the Directors as a Going Concern.
Despite the significant accounting losses reported in these Accounts the Board and Senior
Leadership Team have made significant progress in identifying how these financial challenges will
be met and continues to develop these plans. The Board’s Medium Term Financial Plan outlines
these financial plans in more detail and addresses what actions are being taken to reduce the
Company’s cost base to accommodate proposed reductions in the owners’ contract prices over the
next three years. As with the parent Councils, the Company will revise pension contributions in line
with the most up to date actuarial assessment and guidance. An assessment was carried out as at
31st March 2016 and an increased employer contribution rate (16% from 15.5%) was applied from
1st April 2017. The increased cost was fully funded under the contracts with the Councils. The next
triennial review is due as at 31 March 2019. The Company is wholly owned by three Councils who
are determined to be Going Concerns. The Company is able to borrow from the Councils under a
contractual Revolving Credit Facility to ensure short term cash flow and the Councils are
contractually committed to procuring children’s services from AfC for seven years from April 2014
(Richmond and Kingston) and seven years from August 2017 (Windsor and Maidenhead).
• Deferred Tax Asset – The Company has assessed that the deferred tax asset should be recognised
as a contingent asset rather than as an asset within the Statement of Financial Position. It is not
probable that the Company will make significant taxable profits in the short to medium term. If the
Company does make taxable profits in the coming years it will be able to reduce its initial tax
liability by offsetting taxable losses incurred.
The Statement of Accounts contains estimated figures that are based on assumptions made by the
Company about the future or that are otherwise uncertain. Estimates are made taking into account
historic experience, current trends and other relevant factors. The items in the accounts that have a more
significant associated estimation risk are:
•

Recognition of income and expenditure – The identification and calculation of accrued income and
expenditure is done using the best information available. Where actual amounts have not yet been
agreed, adjustments for anticipated income and expenditure have been based on estimations.

•

Actuarial valuation of pension liabilities and assets – Pension assets and liabilities and associated
costs have been presented based upon an actuarial estimate that has been calculated in line with
methodologies prescribed in IAS19. The actuary makes assumptions based on indicators of future
trends. Full details and a sensitivity analysis is provided in note 5 to the accounts.

NOTE 3 MATERIAL AND EXCEPTIONAL ITEMS OF INCOME AND EXPENSE
Exceptional Items:
Exceptional items are material items which derive from events or transactions that fall within the ordinary
activities of the reporting entity and which individually or, if of a similar type, in aggregate, need to be
disclosed by virtue of their size or incidence if the financial statements are to give a true and fair view.
In 2017/18 the Company disclosed a one off pension liability cost, associated with the transfer in of staff
from RB Windsor and Maidenhead, separately on the face of the Statement of Comprehensive Income by
virtue of its size and materiality. The £6.388m net liability represented the estimated difference in the
triennial valuation methodology and the IAS19 basis of valuation that is required by IFRS. This was a one off
amount and is not replicated in 2018/19. Further details are available in Note 5.
Material Items:
A material item is an item of expenditure or income that is unusual in scale and non-recurring. The
following material items are reported as part of the accounts:
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Change Controls – The contract prices for the Councils changed throughout the reporting year. Under the
contracts, AfC can bid for more contract income if it is needed to ensure that service standards are
maintained or if there are significant fluctuations in demand for services (e.g. more children requiring care).
The Company was granted additional income as follows:

General
Fund
£000
377
1,723
2,497
4,597

Richmond Contract
Kingston Contract
Windsor and Maidenhead Contract
Total

High
Needs
Services Dedicated
Schools
Grant
£000
3,500
917
118
4,535

Total
£000
3,877
2,640
2,615
9,132

This additional income is included in the Statement of Comprehensive Income under Revenue.

NOTE 4 ACQUISITIONS AND DISPOSALS
The Royal Borough of Windsor and Maidenhead was admitted into the company as a new member on 1
August 2017. The staff transferred in with a net nil liability when calculated on the actuarial basis used for
the Triennial Valuation of the fund. The £6.388m net liability represented the estimated difference in the
triennial valuation methodology and the IAS19 basis of valuation that is required by IFRS. The net liability
was reported under Non-Current Liabilities in the Statement of Financial Position. The staff associated with
both these functions, were transferred in under TUPE rules. This was a one off cost and therefore had no
impact on this reporting period.

Pensions Costs:
Associated with staff transferring
during period
Employee Leave:
Associated with staff transferring
during the period

2018/19
Asset
£000

2018/19
Liability
£000

2018/19
Net
£000

2017/18
Asset
£000

2017/18
Liability
£000

2017/18
Net
£000

0

0

0

11,386

(17,774)

(6,388)

0

0

0

11,386

(17,774)

(6,388)

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

11,386

(17,774)

(6,388)

No operations have been acquired or discontinued during the 2018/19 period.
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NOTE 5 EMPLOYEE BENEFITS
Expenses recognised within Statement of Comprehensive Income as employee benefits are analysed below:

Salaries
Employee absence liability
National Insurance
Pension Fund Contributions - LGPS
Pension Fund liability for Business Combinations*
Pension Fund Contributions - Other schemes
Other (redundancy, compensation etc.)

Trading
2018/19
£000

Trading
2017/18
£000

(35,675)
111
(3,562)
(10,518)
0
(326)
(605)

(30,646)
(72)
(3,067)
(9,511)
(6,388)
(269)
(347)

(50,575)

(50,300)

*The Company took on the pension fund liability associated with the transfer in of RBWM Local
Government staff under TUPE regulations in 2017/18. This transaction was non-recurring.
Salaries
During the 2018/19 year the Company employed an average of 946 FTE staff across LB Richmond, RB
Kingston and RB Windsor and Maidenhead. The Company has undergone staff restructuring that has
reduced the overall staff establishment during 2018/19. The level of salary spend has increased due to the
full year impact of the Company expansion (RBWM joined August 2017), the staff pay award, incremental
drift and other factors. Details of staffing across services in 2018/19 are:
Service
Business Services
Education Services
Public Health
SEN and Children with Disabilities
Social Care and Early Help
Strategic Management
Total

FTE's
184
98
36
148
473
7
946

Defined Benefit Pension Plans (LGPS)
As part of the terms and conditions of employment of its officers, the Company makes contributions
towards the cost of post-employment benefits. Although these benefits will not actually be payable until
employees retire, AfC has a commitment to make the payments (for those benefits) and to disclose them at
the time that employees earn their future entitlement.
Staff can be members of either the LB Wandsworth (Richmond) or RB Kingston upon Thames funds. Staff
that transferred into the Company in the first period remain on their original plan and new employees,
including RBWM staff, are admitted to the plans on an alternate basis to ensure that membership numbers
between the two funds remain relatively equal.
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The Company participates in the following post-employment arrangements:
• The Local Government Pension Scheme, administered by the LB Wandsworth and the Local
Government Pension Scheme, administered by the RB Kingston – this is a funded defined benefit
salary scheme, meaning that the Company and employees pay contributions into a fund, calculated
at a level intended to balance the pensions liabilities with investment assets. The Company is
responsible for any deficit on its share of the Fund.
• Arrangements for the award of discretionary post-retirement benefits upon early retirement – this
is an unfunded defined benefit arrangement, under which liabilities are recognised when awards
are made. However, there are no investment assets built up to meet these pension liabilities, and
cash has to be generated to meet actual pension payments as they eventually fall due.
The principal risks to the Company are the longevity assumptions, statutory changes to the scheme,
structural changes to the scheme (i.e. large-scale withdrawals from the scheme), changes to inflation, bond
yields and the performance of the equity investments held by the scheme. These risks are managed by the
Fund over the long term, via the independent actuarial valuation process setting appropriate contribution
rates.
Transactions Relating to Post-employment Benefits
The Company recognises the cost of retirement benefits in the Statement of Comprehensive Income when
they are earned by employees, rather than when the benefits are eventually paid as pensions.
The following table shows the impact of LGPS post-employment benefits on Statement of Comprehensive
Income:

Current service costs
Past service costs (including curtailments)
Effect of settlements
Business Combinations (Pension Fund liability for staff transferred under TUPE)
Total recognised in operating profit / (loss)
Finance costs
Finance income
Total post-employment benefit charged to the profit / (loss) from continuing
operations
Re-measurement of the Net defined Benefit Liability :
Change in demographic assumptions
Change in financial assumptions
Other experience
Return on plan assets (excluding amounts already included in the net interest
expense)
Total recognised in Other Income
Total recognised in Total Comprehensive Income for the period
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2018/19
£000
(10,886)
(131)
0
0
(11,017)

2017/18
£000
(9,459)
(21)
0
(6,388)
(15,868)

(3,430)
2,336

(2,901)
1,884

(12,111)

(16,885)

0
(12,603)
0

0
3,084
(10)

3,937

200

(8,666)

3,274

(20,777)

(13,611)
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Pensions Assets and Liabilities Recognised in the Statement of Financial Position
The amount included in the Statement of Financial Position arising from the Company’s obligation in
respect of its defined benefit plans is as follows:
2018/19
£000
Present Value of the Defined Benefit Obligation
Fair Value of Plan Assets

(149,111)
96,006
(53,105)

Net Liability arising from Defined Benefit Obligations

2017/18
£000
(121,148)
83,442
(37,706)

There were no liabilities in relation to unfunded liabilities.
Reconciliation of Present Value of the Scheme Assets and Liabilities

Opening Present Value of Scheme
Liabilities
Current Service Cost
Past Service Cost
Effect of settlements
Interest (Cost) / Income
Contributions from the employer
Contributions from employees
Gains / (Losses) on Curtailment
Benefits paid
Effect of Business Combinations
Re-measurement Gains / (Losses) :
- Actuarial Gains / (Losses) arising from
change in demographic assumptions
- Actuarial Gains / (Losses) arising from
changes in financial assumptions
- Other experience
- Return on assets (excluding the
amount included in the net interest
expense)
Closing Fair Value of Scheme Assets at
31 March

2018/19
Assets Liabilities
£000
£000

Total
£000

83,441 (121,148)

(37,707)

2017/18
Assets Liabilities
£000
£000

Total
£000

64,774

(92,993)

(28,219)

1,884

(9,459)
(21)
0
(2,901)

(9,459)
(21)
0
(1,017)
0
4,123
0
0
0
(6,388)
0
0

0
0
0
2,336

(10,886)
(131)
0
(3,430)

(10,886)
(131)
0
(1,094)

5,378
2,090
0
(1,177)
0

0
(2,090)
0
1,177
0

5,378
0
0
0
0

4,123
1,760

(1,760)

(686)
11,386

686
(17,774)

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

(12,603)

(12,603)

3,084

3,084

0

0

0

(10)

(10)

3,938

0

3,938

96,006 (149,111)

(53,105)
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83,441 (121,148)

200

(37,707)
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The Company estimates that it will pay £5.4m in employer contributions in 2019/20. The contribution rate
increased from 15.5% to 16% for 2017/18 to 2019/20 in line with the most recent triennial valuation.
Local Government Pension Scheme assets comprised:
31-Mar-19
£000

Equity Securities

%

LB
WANDSWORTH
(RICHMOND)

31-Mar-18

£000

%

RB KINGSTON

£000

%

LB
WANDSWORTH
(RICHMOND)

£000

%

RB KINGSTON

- Consumer

0

0%

1,979

4%

0

0%

1,641

4%

- Manufacturing

0

0%

1,034

2%

0

0%

1,033

2%

- Energy and Utilities

0

0%

920

2%

0

0%

856

2%

- Financial Institutions

0

0%

1,790

3%

0

0%

1,825

4%

- Health Care

0

0%

1,551

3%

0

0%

1,140

3%

- Information Technology

0

0%

1,969

4%

0

0%

1,909

4%

- Other

0

0%

1,656

3%

0

0%

1,358

3%

Bonds
- Corporate Bonds
(investment grade)
- UK Government

4,628

10%

0

0%

0

0%

0

0%

1,236

3%

0

0%

0

0%

0

0%

Property (UK)

1,750

4%

2,905

6%

1,163

3%

2294

5%

Investment Funds and Trusts
- Equities

29,196

66%

19,461

38%

28,203

73%

17,365

39%

- Bonds

0

0%

6,353

12%

5748

15%

5,439

12%

- Other

6,255

14%

11,375

22%

3,319

9%

9,927

22%

Cash and Cash Equivalents

1183

3%

764

1%

(2)

0%

224

0%

44,248

100%

51,757

100%

38,432

100%

45,011

100%

Basis for Estimating Assets and Liabilities
Liabilities have been assessed on an actuarial basis using the projected unit credit method, an estimate of
the pensions that will be payable in future years dependent on assumptions about mortality rates, salary
levels, etc.
Both the Local Government Pension Scheme and discretionary benefits liabilities have been estimated by
Hymans Robertson LLP and Barnett Waddingham LLP, independent firms of actuaries. Estimates for
Statements of the Fund are being based on the latest full valuation of the schemes available at the time of
producing the calculations.
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The significant assumptions used by the actuary have been:
2018/19

2017/18

LB
LB
RB
RB
WANDSWORTH
WANDSWORTH
KINGSTON
KINGSTON
(RICHMOND)
(RICHMOND)
Long term expected rate of return
on assets in the scheme
Mortality assumptions
Longevity at 65 for current
pensioners:
Men
Women
Longevity at 65 for future
pensioners:
Men
Women

Take up option to convert annual
position into retirement lump sum

1.50%

1.25%

1.50%

1.25%

24.3 years
25.9 years

22.5 years
24.8 years

24.3 years
25.9 years

22.5 years
24.8 years

26.5 years
28.2 years

24.2 years
26.7 years

26.5 years
28.2 years

24.2 years
26.7 years

2018/19

2018/19

2017/18

2017/18

LB
LB
RB
RB
WANDSWORTH
WANDSWORTH
KINGSTON
KINGSTON
(RICHMOND)
(RICHMOND)
- Pre April 2008 Service

50%

50%

50%

50%

- Post April 2008 Service

50%

75%

50%

75%

% pa

31-Mar18
% pa

2.50%
2.40%
2.50%
2.80%
2.90%
2.50%
2.40%

2.40%
2.30%
2.40%
2.70%
2.80%
2.70%
2.70%

31-Mar-19
Financial Assumptions
Rate of inflation
Rate of increase in pensions - Wandsworth (Richmond)
Rate of increase in pensions - Kingston
Rate of increase in salaries - Wandsworth (Richmond)
Rate of increase in salaries - Kingston
Discount Rate - Richmond
Discount Rate - Kingston
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The estimation of the defined benefit obligations is sensitive to the actuarial assumptions set out in the
table above. The sensitivity analysis below have been determined based on reasonably possible changes of
the assumptions occurring at the end of the reporting period and assumes for each change that only the
assumption analysed changes, while all the other assumptions remain constant. The assumptions in
longevity, for example, assume that life expectancy increases or decreases for men and women. In practice,
this is unlikely to occur, and changes in some of the assumptions may be interrelated. The estimations in
the sensitivity analysis have followed the accounting policies for the scheme, i.e. on an actuarial basis using
the projected unit credit method.
31-Mar-19
Change in Assumptions at 31 March

Approximate
monetary
amount

31-Mar-18

Approximate
% increase to
employer

£000
0.5% decrease in Real Discount Rate
1 year increase in member life expectancy
0.5% increase in the salary increase rate
0.5% increase in the pension increase rate

19,933
5,964
5,023
14,458

Approximate Approximate
monetary
% increase
amount to employer
£000

13%
3-5%
3%
10%

15,915
4,845
3,475
12,170

13%
3-5%
3%
10%

Defined benefit pension schemes accounted for as defined contribution schemes
The Company participates in two defined benefit pension schemes which are accounted for as defined
contribution schemes:
Teacher’s Pension Scheme (TPS)
Staff employed by the Company on teachers terms and conditions are members of the Teachers’ Pension
Scheme, administered by Capita Teachers’ Pensions on behalf of the Department for Education (DfE). The
Scheme provides teachers with specified benefits upon their retirement, and the Company contributes
towards the costs by making contributions based on a percentage of members’ pensionable salaries. The
scheme is a multi-employer defined benefit scheme. The scheme is unfunded and the Department for
Education uses a notional fund as the basis for calculating the employers’ contribution rate paid by local
authorities. Valuations of the notional fund are undertaken every four years. The Company is not able to
identify its share of the underlying financial position and performance of the scheme with sufficient
reliability for accounting purposes and it is therefore accounted for on the same basis as a defined
contribution scheme. AfC is responsible for the costs of any additional benefits awarded upon early
retirement outside of the terms of the teachers’ scheme. There were no such costs in 2017/18 and
2016/17. The Company is not liable to the scheme for any other entities obligations under the plan.
National Health Service (NHS) Pension Scheme
The Company employs some staff who undertake medical procedures and therefore qualify for
membership to the NHS Pension Scheme. The NHS pension scheme is an unfunded, multi-employer,
defined benefit scheme that covers NHS employers. In the NHS, the scheme is accounted for as if it were a
defined contribution scheme: “NHS bodies shall account for the NHS Superannuation Scheme as a defined
contribution plan” (NHS Manual full reference). The Company is not able to identify its share of the
underlying financial position and performance of the scheme with sufficient reliability for accounting
purposes. For the purposes of these Accounts, it is therefore accounted for on the same basis as a defined
contribution scheme. The Company is not liable to the scheme for any other entities obligations under the
plan.
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Teachers’
Pension
Scheme

NHS
Pension
Scheme

Teachers’
Pension
Scheme

NHS
Pension
Scheme

2018/19
£000
(166)

2018/19
£000
(160)

2017/18
£000
(150)

2017/18
£000
(119)

Employer's Contribution Rate

16.4%

20.6%

17.1%

14.5%

Anticipated Employer's Contributions next year
*rates applicable from 1st September each year

23.7%

20.6%

19.0%

14.5%

Total Contributions

NOTE 6 AGENCY TRANSACTIONS
During the period, AfC acted as agent for the LB Richmond upon Thames and RB of Kingston upon Thames
with regard to a number of payments of Dedicated School Grant to schools, nurseries and other
educational organisations. AfC calculates the grant allocations in line with prescribed methodologies and
arranges payment of the money to the relevant organisations. Due to the Special Educational Needs (SEN)
National High Needs agenda and the local AfC SEN Transformation Plan, there have been changes in
practice leading to a significant reduction in Agency transactions in this reporting period. The agency
calculations disclosed are formulaic and therefore the Company does not directly control the value of the
transactions. The Company is fully reimbursed by the Councils for all payments made. These agency
transactions have been excluded from the Accounts and will instead be reported within the Council’s
Accounts. The net impact of the difference in cash received and amounts paid out on behalf of the Councils
is recognised as a net debtor on the Statement of Financial Position. There were no agency transaction in
RBWM for 2018/19. The key figures and impact on the primary statements are summarised below:
Income

Expenditure

Total

Income

Expenditure

Total

2018/19

2018/19

2018/19

2017/18

2017/18

2017/18

£000

£000

£000

£000

£000

£000

(1,290)
(1,030)

0
0

(1,290)
(1,030)

(5,394)
(9,805)

-

(5,394)
(9,805)

(2,320)

0

(2,320)

(15,199)

0

(15,199)

(346)
(16)
(362)

1,636
1,046
2,682

1,290
1,030
2,320

(1,176)
(128)
(1,304)

6,570
9,933
16,503

5,394
9,805
15,199

Net impact on Statement of
Comprehensive Income:
Contract Income:
- LB Richmond upon Thames
- RB Kingston upon Thames

Transactions with schools /
nurseries:
- LB Richmond upon Thames
- RB Kingston upon Thames
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Income

Expenditure

Total

Income

Expenditure

Total

2018/19

2018/19

2018/19

2017/18

2017/18

2017/18

£000

£000

£000

£000

£000

£000

(2,682)

2,682

0

(16,503)

16,503

0

Debtors

Creditors

Total

Debtors

Creditors

Total

0
(382)

0
0

0
(382)

13
(612)

13
(612)

(382)

0

(382)

(612)

13

(599)

0
0

17
0

(27)
0

7
244

(20)
244

0

17

17
0
17

(27)

251

224

(382)

17

(365)

(639)

264

(375)

382

(17)

365

375

-

375

0

0

0

(264)

264

0

Impact on Profit and Loss Account
Net impact on Statement of Financial
Position:
Contract Income:
- LB Richmond upon Thames
- RB Kingston upon Thames
Transactions with schools /
nurseries:
- LB Richmond upon Thames
- RB Kingston upon Thames

Total
Net Debtor
Impact on Statement of Financial
Position

NOTE 7 REVENUE AND OTHER INCOME
From 2018/19, a new requirement, IFRS 15 Recognition of Revenue from Contracts with Customers, has
been adopted. An entity must recognise revenue to depict the transfer of promised goods or services to the
customer in an amount that reflects the consideration to which the entity expects to be entitled in
exchange for those goods or services. Revenue will only be recognised when all obligations have been
fulfilled.
The following tables show the Company’s revenue streams by type and service area. All material contract
performance obligations have been fulfilled in year.

Contract income LB Richmond Upon Thames
Contract income RB of Kingston Upon Thames
Contract income RB of Windsor and Maidenhead
Fees & charges for services
Lettings
Client contributions
Income from local authorities

2018/19
£000
57,893
53,694
36,343
5,428
175
114
379

2017/18
£000
51,085
43,384
23,349
4,720
187
101
241

Turnover reported within operating loss

154,026

123,067
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2018/19
£000

2017/18
£000

Government Grants
Grants and contributions
Donations
Other

301
5,928
0
3

266
5,801
0
1

Other income reported within operating loss

6,232

6,068

160,258

129,135

Total income reported in operating loss

Public Health

Social Care
and Early Help

£000
0
147,930
0

£000

£000

£000

£000

£000

£000

0
0
0

0
0
0

0
0
0

75
0
0

39
0
0

114
147,930
0

357
0
848

2,492
30
49

0
0
0

1
0
19

1,935
271
883

643
0
4,129

5,429
301
5,928

0
24
0
149,159

28
4
0
2,603

0
0
0
0

0
0
0
20

194
146
3
3,507

157
1
0
4,969

379
175
3
160,258

Total

Special
Educational
Needs and
Children with
Disabilities

Operational
Strategic
Management

Fees and Charges Income
Government Grants
Grants and Contributions
Income from Local
Authorities
Lettings
Other
Total

Education

Client Contributions
Core Contract Income
Donations

Business
Services

The Company’s 2018/19 revenue by service area is as follows:

The Company derives 92% of its revenue from two contracts with the owning Councils. There is one
contract with both Kingston and Richmond Councils and one with Windsor and Maidenhead Council and
there are separate contract prices for all three Councils. The contractual terms are the same for each
contract and Council with minor differences in the specification of services provided. Under these contracts
the Company provides a comprehensive range of children’s services to each Council including both
statutory and discretionary services.
The principal commercial risks are the same for each contract and are mainly associated with changes in
demand for services both in terms of volume and complexity of services required that lead to increased
costs. These risks are mitigated through contractual provisions for changes in the contract price through a
change control process, which are subject to agreement by the relevant Council. The Councils are invoiced
monthly for services provided as one-twelfth of that year's contract price and invoices settled within 30
days. Given the nature of the services provided the Company has determined that the performance
obligations in the contracts should be combined to a single performance obligation for each contract and
these obligations are satisfied over time. Progress towards satisfaction of the obligations is measured
quarterly, which matches the period that the Councils measure. Whilst the contracts with the Councils
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provide for reductions in the contract price in respect of poor performance (both quality and quantity)
through a default notification process, no such default notices have been served during the life of the
contracts including the year to which these accounts relate.

NOTE 8 OTHER EXPENSES
The following table provides a breakdown of other expenses reported in the Statement of Comprehensive
Income:

Indirect employee costs
Premises
Transport
Supplies and services
Third party (contract) payments and transfer payments
Support services
Other expenses
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2018/19
£000
(5,634)
(4,537)
(9,259)
(7,902)
(82,545)
(5,116)

2017/18
£000
(6,376)
(3,891)
(7,824)
(6,002)
(60,091)
(5,638)

(114,993)

(89,822)
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NOTE 9 RECONCILIATION TO MANAGEMENT ACCOUNTS
Management reports on nine key segments or divisions throughout the period. Each division is managed by a member of the Senior Leadership Team and there are regular
finance updates to the Board and parent Councils during the period. The following tables show the outturn position that was reported to management.
Operational
Strategic
Management

Social
Care and
Early Help

Special Educational
Needs and Children
with Disabilities

Education

Public
Health

Business
Services

Partners in
Practice

Grand Total

£000

£000

£000

£000

£000

£000

£000

£000

0
0
0
1
0
0
0
1

0
0
0
2,159
1,078
271
0
3,508

0
0
0
684
4,286
0
0
4,970

0
0
0
2,496
77
30
0
2,603

0
0
0
2
19
0
0
21

59,183
54,724
36,343
741
847
0
12
151,850

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

59,183
54,724
36,343
6,083
6,307
301
12
162,953

760
0
2
96
0
0
0
0
0
858

24,704
552
698
2,351
25,283
2,265
1,490
0
0
57,343

8,336
1
7,722
1,395
39,095
15,567
285
0
0
72,401

4,763
5
737
1,754
107
539
2
0
0
7,907

1,564
0
27
62
0
0
0
0
0
1,653

8,848
3,979
65
2,115
98
2,450
3,338
208
1
21,102

1,516
0
8
164
0
0
1
0
0
1,689

50,491
4,537
9,259
7,937
64,583
20,821
5,116
208
1
162,953

Outturn
Re-Allocate contract price

(857)
167

(53,835)
54,176

(67,431)
67,231

(5,304)
5,620

(1,632)
1,819

130,748
(130,955)

(1,689)
1,942

0
0

Underspend/ (overspend)

(690)

341

(200)

316

187

(207)

253

0

Management Outturn 2018/19
Income
LB Richmond Contract
RB Kingston Contract
RB Windsor & Maidenhead
Customer and Client Receipts
Other Grants and Contributions
Government Grants
Interest Receivable
Expenditure
Employees
Premises
Transport
Supplies and Services
Third Party Payments
Transfer Payments
Support Services
Interest Paid
Tax
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Management Outturn 2017/18
Income
LB Richmond Contract
RB Kingston Contract
RB Windsor & Maidenhead
Customer and Client Receipts
Other Grants and Contributions
Government Grants
Interest Receivable
Expenditure
Employees
Premises
Transport
Supplies and Services
Third Party Payments**
Transfer Payments
Support Services
Interest Paid
Tax
Outturn
Re-Allocate contract price
Underspend/ (overspend)

Operational
Strategic
Management
£000

Social Care
and Early
Help
£000

SEN and
Children with
Disabilities
£000

Education
£000

Public
Health
£000

Business
Services
£000

Partners in
Practice
£000

Grand
Total
£000

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
1,922
708
266
0
2,896

0
0
0
1,731
3,370
0
0
5,101

0
0
0
2,465
8
0
0
2,473

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

56,480
53,189
23,349
2,083
50
0
5
135,156

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

56,480
53,189
23,349
8,201
4,136
266
5
145,626

343
0
2
132
0
0
0
0
0
477
(477)
727
250

22,586
243
514
1,959
22,389
1,351
1,405
0
0
50,447
(47,551)
47,286
(265)

7,255
7
6,680
956
34,598
15,662
210
0
0
65,368
(60,267)
59,924
(343)

4,998
5
556
1,648
90
314
-8
0
0
7,603
(5,130)
5,112
(18)

1,101
0
18
14
0
0
0
0
0
1,133
(1,133)
1,213
80

7,495
3,637
49
1,873
137
2,035
4,030
125
2
19,383
115,773
(115,476)
297

1,125
0
5
84
0
0
0
0
0
1,214
(1,214)
1,214
0

44,903
3,892
7,824
6,666
57,214
19,362
5,637
125
2
145,625
1
0
1

**Contract payments to third parties e.g. payments for independent child placements, payments for SEN placements, general contract payments etc.
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The basis on which the Company reports during the period is different to the IFRS compliant reporting required
for this Statement of Accounts. The following table provides a reconciliation between the outturn reported to
management and the Statement of Comprehensive Income:

£000

Management Outturn

1

(12)

(5)

Interest Payable
Recognition of annual leave owing to
employees
Pension Adjustments:
Recognition of TUPE liability transfer
Employer contributions
Recognition of non-current assets
Recognition of provisions
Depreciation

208

126
111

(74)

0
(5,639)
32
(9)
(148)

(6,388)
(5,357)
633
75
(148)

Operating profit

(5,457)
(5,457)

12
(208)

(11,138)
(11,137)

5
(126)
(1,094)

Profit / (Loss) from continuing
operations
Pension Adjustments:
Re-measurements

£000

0

Interest Receivable

Interest Receivable
Interest Payable
Pension Adjustments:
Net Interest Payable

£000

Cumulative total
including
management
accounts

£000

£000

Amounts not
reported to
management for
decision making
(IFRS adjustments)

Reallocated in SOCI

2017/18
Cumulative total
including
management
accounts

£000

Amounts not
reported to
management for
decision making
(IFRS adjustments)

Reallocated in SOCI

2018/19

(1,290)

(1,017)

(6,747)

(8,666)

Total comprehensive income /
(expenditure) for the year
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(8,666)
(15,413)

(1,138)
(12,275)

3,274

3,274
(9,001)
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NOTE 10 NON CURRENT ASSETS
Details of movement in non-current assets are included in the table below:
2018/19
Tangible
ICT
Equipment
£000

Total
£000

2017/18
Tangible
Intangible
ICT
Software
Equipment
£000
£000

Total
£000

Gross carrying amount:
Opening balance
Additions
Disposals

681
32

768
32

87
0
0

48
633
0

135
633
0

Balance 31 March

713

800

87

681

768

Depreciation, Amortisation and
impairment:
Opening balance
Disposals
Depreciation / Amortisation

(181)
0
(148)

(268)
0
(148)

(87)
0
0

(33)
0
(148)

(120)
0
(148)

Balance 31 March

(329)

(416)

(87)

(181)

(268)

384

384

0

500

500

3 years

5 years

Carrying amount 31 March
Useful Life

5 years

Payment in advance - software
licenses

31

33

The Company owns ICT equipment comprising Chromebooks, iPads and mobile phones which are depreciated
over five, four and three years respectively. Additional purchases of Chromebooks (£8,400) and mobile phones
(£23,700) were made in 2018/19 and iPads were fully written down in 2018/19.
The Company paid a one off charge in 2016/17 for the use of accounting software over a 25 year period from
January 2017. Ownership of the software has not transferred to AfC and this transaction has been treated as a
Payment in Advance.
The following table summarises the amounts included in the table above that relate to leased assets:

Intangible software asset
less cumulative depreciation

2018/19
£000
0
0

2017/18
£000

0

0

87
-87
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NOTE 11 LEASES
Finance leases as leases
There have been no arrangements assessed as finance leases in 2018/19.
Operating leases as lessee
The Company leases offices and operational buildings from RB Kingston, LB Richmond and RB Windsor and
Maidenhead which, with one exception, can be terminated on 12 months notice. The Company entered into a
new lease in 2018/19 with RB Kingston for a building that offers residential accommodation for care leavers.
This lease is for a minimum period of two years. The Company also leases vehicles from the three Councils that
are an average 14 years old, have no carrying value and are leased at a peppercorn rent as they have no definite
future life.
AfC entered into three lease agreements during 2015/16 to enable access to software systems or modules in
relation to School Admissions, Early Help and SEN. The ‘off the shelf’ packages have been customised to meet
AfCs requirements. The Admissions package was renewed for a minimum periods of three years from July 2017
and the other two are for a minimum notice period of 3 months to expire on any anniversary of the
commencement date which would be mid-September resulting in a minimum lease period of 5.5 months from 1
April in any financial year. The Company also entered into a lease for an e-learning system in 2017/18 that is
used for training purposes in relation to the above systems and is renewable annually.
From 1 August 2017 the Company took over the use of two ICT-related leases that are used on schools’
admissions and care management from RB Windsor and Maidenhead and these two leases are on minimum
notice of one year or less. The lease rentals for these systems are paid by Windsor and Maidenhead AfC and
this cost is taken into account in setting the contract price between Windsor and Maidenhead and AfC for
children’s services. This is an embedded lease within the overall contract between AfC and Windsor and
Maidenhead, and AfC makes no direct payment for use of these leases.
In 2018/19 the Company entered into a lease agreement for the use of a computer system providing support for
data and business management for a period of two years with an option to extend for a further period of two
years.
The Company has a short term lease agreement in place with Kingston Council for the use of multi functional
devices (MFD) for printing and scanning. This is part of a larger lease agreement that Kingston have with a third
party provider and originally commenced in September 2016. Kingston have subsequently re-negotiated this
agreement and it now ends in March 2020. As part of this re-negotiation the lease rentals for 2019/20 have
been substantially reduced from their previous level.
The company leases vehicles to provide transport for children to travel to school from third party providers.
Two lease contracts were entered into in August 2015 when AfC took over the operation of the service from
Richmond Council for a minimum period of twelve months and one month’s notice thereafter. In September
2016 AfC entered into a lease with Skanska for the provision of twelve vehicles for a fixed period of 30 months
which expired on 1 March 2019. This lease agreement has been extended to the end of July 2019 when a
revised transport service will be introduced.
The future minimum lease payments under all these agreements are as follows:
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Future Lease Payments:
Not later than 1 year
Later than 1 year
Later than 5 years
Total

31 March
2019
£000
2,768
121
0

31 March
2018
£000
2,766
50
0

2,889

2,816

Finance and operating leases as lessor
The Company has no leases as lessor.

NOTE 12 FINANCIAL ASSETS AND LIABILITIES
Categories of financial assets and liabilities
The carrying amounts of financial assets and financial liabilities are as follows:

Financial assets / Loans and Receivables
Trade and other receivables categorised as Financial Instruments
Trade and other receivables not categorised as Financial Instruments
Cash and cash equivalents categorised as a Financial Instrument

Financial liabilities at amortised cost
Current borrowings
Trade and other payables categorised as Financial Instruments
Trade and other payables not categorised as Financial Instruments
Provisions not categorised as a Financial Instrument

31 Mar
2019
£000

31 Mar
2018
£000

31,871
1,395
2,405

24,084
2,275
7293

35,671

33,652

31 Mar
2019
£000

31 Mar
2018
£000

23,400
8,160
5,982
10

18,500
11,827
5,286
22

37,552

35,635

A description of the Company’s financial instrument risk, including risk management objectives and policies is
given in Note 23.
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NOTE 13 TRADE AND OTHER RECEIVABLES
Trade and other receivables are made up as follows:
31-Mar-19
£000

31-Mar-18
£000

Trade receivables, gross
Allowance for credit losses
Trade receivables
Employee leave
Prepayments

31,871
(71)
31,800
258
1,177

24,084
(107)
23,977
164
2,185

Total current trade and other receivables

33,235

26,326

31

33

33,266

26,359

Non-current prepayments
Total trade and other receivables

The net carrying value of trade receivables is considered a reasonable approximation of fair value. All of the
Company's trade and other receivables have been reviewed for indicators of impairment.
The Company has made allowances against specific balances for impairment of receivables. The movement in
allowance for credit losses and write offs are presented below:

Balance 1 April
Amounts written off (uncollectable)
Impairment loss/gain

31-Mar-19
£000
(107)
34
2

31-Mar-18
£000
(137)
0
30

(71)

(107)

Balance 31 March

NOTE 14 CASH AND CASH EQUIVALENTS
Cash and cash equivalents consist of the following:

Current Account (includes impact of transactions in transit)
Instant Access Deposit Account
Imprest Accounts (cash in hand and in bank)

31-Mar-19
£000
369
2,021
15
2,405
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31-Mar-18
£000
2273
5,010
10
7,293
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NOTE 15 TRADE AND OTHER PAYABLES
Trade and other payables consist of the following:
31-Mar-19
£000

31-Mar-18
£000

8,160
540
863
4,579

11,827
557
250
4,479

14,142

17,113

Current
Trade payables
Employee leave
Receipts in advance
Taxes (e.g. VAT, National Insurance)

NOTE 16 PROVISIONS
Short term provisions consist of the following:
Redundancy

Total

£000

£000

67
22
(67)
0
22
10
(22)
0
10

67
22
(67)
0
22
10
(22)
0
10

Balance at 1 April 2017
Additional provisions made in 2017/18
Amounts used in 2017/18
Unused amounts reversed in 2017/18
Balance at 1 April 2018
Additional provisions made in 2018/19
Amounts used in 2018/19
Unused amounts reversed in 2018/19
Balance at 31 March 2019
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NOTE 17 OTHER LIABILITIES
The following table contains a breakdown of other current and non-current liabilities (excluding trade
receivables and payables):
31-Mar-19
£000

31-Mar-18
£000

Finance lease liabilities
Short term loans from parent councils
Provisions
Other liabilities - current

0
23,400
10
23,410

0
18,500
22
18,522

Finance lease liabilities
Pension fund defined benefit liability (see note 5)

53,105

37,706

Other liabilities - non-current

53,105

37,706

Details of the terms of the short term loans are set out in Note 24.

NOTE 18 FINANCE COSTS AND FINANCE INCOME
Finance costs for the reporting period consist of the following:

2018/19
£000

2017/18
£000

Interest receivable on short term cash deposits

12

5

Total interest receivable

12

5

Interest on short term borrowings from parent councils
Finance lease interest
Net interest expense on defined benefit liability

(208)
0
(1,094)

(125)
(1)
(1,017)

Total interest payable

(1,302)

(1,143)
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NOTE 19 CORPORATION TAX
The following table shows the tax reconciliation based on IAS12.
2018/19
Accounts
£000
Profit / (Loss) on ordinary activities before tax
Tax on loss on ordinary activities at standard CT rate of
19.00% (PY 19.00%)
Effects of:
Expenses not deductible for tax purposes
Adjustments to brought forward values
Amounts charged directly to equity or otherwise
transferred`
Capital allowances in excess of depreciation
Other short term timing differences
Defined benefit scheme timing differences
Adjust closing deferred tax to average rate 20.00%
Utilisation of tax losses and other deductions
Deferred tax not recognised
Unexplained difference
Tax charge/credit for the period

%

(6,747)
(1,282)

2017/18
Accounts
£000

%

(12,272)
19.00%

19.00%

(2,332)

0
0
(1,647)

0.00%
0.00%
24.41%

0
0
622

0.00%
0.00%
-5.07%

0
0
0
0
4
2,927
0

0.00%
0.00%
0.00%
0.00%
-0.06%
-43.38%
-0.00%

0
0
0
0
67
1,643
0

0.00%
0.00%
0.00%
0.00%
-0.55%
-13.38%
0.00%

1

2

Deferred Tax Asset
As a Community Interest Company AfC must pay Corporation Tax on all taxable profits at the domestic effective
tax rate. The Company has reported a loss before tax for the 2018/19 and 2017/18 financial period of £7m and
£12m. A small tax amount of £2,280 is payable for the 2018/19 (£1,035 in 2017/18) financial year on the interest
received by the Company in year. It is not probable that the Company will make significant taxable profits in the
short to medium term and therefore it has not recognised a deferred tax asset in the Accounts. If the Company
does make taxable profits in the coming years it will be able to reduce its initial tax liability by offsetting taxable
losses incurred. The amount recognised as a contingent asset at 31 March 2019 is £9.243m (£6.620m at 31
March 2018).

NOTE 20 NON CASH FLOW ADJUSTMENTS AND CHANGES IN WORKING CAPITAL
The following tables provide a breakdown of the non-cash transactions recognised in the Statement of
Comprehensive Income and Statement of Financial Position.

Net changes in working capital:
Change in trade and other receivables (increase)
Change in trade and other payables (increase)
Total changes in working capital
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2018/19
£000

2017/18
£000

(6,907)
(2,971)
(9,878)

(1)
8,001
8,000
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Non Cash Flow Adjustments:
Business Combinations (pension liability transferred with TUPE)
Current and past service costs
Net interest on defined benefit liability
Depreciation
Provisions

2018/19
£000

2017/18
£000

0
11,017
1,094
148
(12)

6,388
9,480
1,017
148
(45)

12,247

16,988

AfC borrows money from the parent Councils via a revolving credit facility for ongoing operations. The amount
still owed to the Councils under this arrangement is detailed in note 17 to the accounts.

NOTE 21 RELATED PARTY TRANSACTIONS
The Company’s related parties include its owners (LB Richmond, RB Kingston and RB Windsor), company
directors, senior managers with strategic decision making powers, post-employment benefit plans and others as
stated below.
Transactions with the Company’s owners
Achieving for Children is jointly owned by the London Borough of Richmond upon Thames, the Royal Borough of
Kingston upon Thames and the Royal Borough of Windsor and Maidenhead (RBWM). The boroughs have
influence over major policy decisions and funding. The Company is contracted jointly by the three Councils to
provide their children’s services. The Councils also provide support services and accomodation to the Company
and a loan facility of up to £45m. The table below summarises the key transactions:
LB
Richmond
2018/19
£000
Receipts*
Accrued income
Payments
Accrued expenditure
Total Value***
Other balances:
Borrowing**

RB Windsor
&
Maidenhead
2018/19
2018/19
£000
£000

RB
Kingston

LB
Richmond
2017/18
£000

RB Windsor
&
Maidenhead
2017/18
2017/18
£000
£000

RB
Kingston

66,151
10,966
3,983
861
81,961

68,220
7,672
6,742
457
83,091

39,275
9,024
3,781
20
52,100

70,734
6,565
682
2,580
80,561

60,909
9,299
6,339
1,420
77,967

23,577
4,256
2,530
302
30,665

9,360

7,956

6,084

7,400

6,290

4,810

* These figures have not been adjusted for the agency relationship to ensure full disclosure
**Borrowing represents the balance at 31st March. The cashflow statement details physical cash paid and
received on financing activities
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***Transactions are inclusive of VAT
Transactions with schools maintained by the Councils have been excluded as the contract price captures the
value of these transactions. Individual schools are not deemed to have control over the Company.
Transactions with directors and senior management
Directors (including non-executive) and senior management have direct control over the Company’s finance and
operating policies. The table below summarises the remuneration received by these individuals. As a result of
legislative requirements relating to the employment of statutory officers, some members of the Senior
Leadership Team are employed by the parent Councils and seconded to Achieving for Children. The total
remuneration paid has been captured in the table below and includes total remuneration paid by AfC and the
parent Councils. Further details on the remuneration of individual Directors are included in the Director’s
Report.

Short Term Benefits:
Salary
National Insurance
Expenses
Agency
Post-Employment Benefits:
Defined benefit pension plans
Total Remuneration

2018/19
£

2017/18
£

1,129,655
141,357
5,962
137,236

903,794
112,870
2,137
0

167,979

125,910

1,582,189

1,144,711

During the period directors, senior management or members of their immediate families had relationships /
influence over the organisations detailed in the table overleaf. Organisations have been detailed regardless of
whether transactions occurred with AfC. Where transactions have occurred, the relevant officer or director was
not involved in decision making.
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Transactions in the
period

Amounts owed at
period-end

Owed
Owed
to
by
2018/19 2018/19 2018/19
£000
£000
£000

Total value
of
transactions

Payments Receipts
2018/19
£000
Every Child, Every Day Multi
Academy Trust

Transactions in the
period

Amounts owed at
period-end

Owed
Owed
to
by
2017/18 2017/18 2017/18
£000
£000
£000

Total value
of
transactions

Payments Receipts
2018/19
£000

2017/18
£000

2017/18
£000

420

74

13

8

516

400

140

40

13

593

Richmond upon Thames School Trust

91

22

39

2

154

0

25

38

0

63

Darell Primary and Nursery School

79

33

1

10

122

69

47

0

1

117

Dedworth Primary and Nursery School

0

4

0

0

4

-

-

-

-

-

Richmond Theatre Trust

1

0

0

0

1

1

0

0

0

1

Access Medical Services

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

Barnet, Enfield and Haringey NHS
Mental Health Trust

0

0

0

0

0

-

-

-

-

-

Bevan Britten
Blackheath Cator Estate Residents
Ltd
Cartref Property Ltd

0

0

0

0

0

-

-

-

-

-

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

-

-

-

-

-

Dartington Service Design Lab

0

0

0

0

0

-

-

-

-

-

David Archibald Consulting Ltd

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

European Medicines Agency

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

First Community Healthcare

0

0

0

0

0

-

-

-

-

-

Greenwich Leisure Limited

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

Hingorani-Crain Ltd

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

Independent Office for Police Conduct

0

0

0

0

0

-

-

-

-

-

Integrated Governance Solution Ltd

0

0

0

0

0

-

-

-

-

-
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Transactions in the
period

Amounts owed at
period-end

Owed
Owed
to
by
2018/19 2018/19 2018/19
£000
£000
£000

Total value
of
transactions

Payments Receipts
2018/19
£000

Transactions in the
period

Amounts owed at
period-end

Owed
Owed
to
by
2017/18 2017/18 2017/18
£000
£000
£000

Total value
of
transactions

Payments Receipts
2018/19
£000

2017/18
£000

2017/18
£000

Mayberry Cottages

0

0

0

0

0

-

-

-

-

-

Me 2 Club

0

0

0

0

0

-

-

-

-

-

Meridian Link Ltd

0

0

0

0

0

-

-

-

-

-

Orleans House Trust

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

1

1

Seldoc Healthcare

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

Social Care Institute for Excellence
South East London Doctors
Cooperative
The Huntercombe Group
West London Family Court
Woking and Sam Beare Hospice
Alexandra School
Future Schools Trust
Learning Schools Trust
New Line Learning

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0
0
0
-

0
0
0
-

0
0
0
-

0
0
0
-

0
0
0
-

0
293
0
0
0

0
30
0
0
0

0
40
0
0
0

0
1
0
0
0

0
364
0
0
0

0 means there are nil transactions with the related party
- means no related party has been declared for financial year
All transactions include VAT
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The Chair of the Board (David Archibald) was a Trustee of The Warren House Group (trading as Dartington
Service Design LAB) during the year. There were no transactions between AfC and the Warren House Group
during 2018/19.
A Non Executive Independent Director (Chris Symons) is a Director at Greenwich Leisure Limited (GLL). There
were no transactions between AfC and GLL during 2017/18 or 2018/19.
One of the Company’s Non Executive Independent Directors (Jane Spencer) is a Governor for Darell Primary
School. The transactions between AfC and these schools relate to the provison of education services and grant
allocations. She is also trustee of Every Child, Every Day Charitable Academy Trust (ECEDAT). This charitable
trust consists of Grey Court School and Hollyfield School. The transactions with AfC relate to Special Educational
Needs funding. Other work includes being a Governor for Richmond upon Thames School Trust and a Magistrate
in the London Family Court. The transactions with Richmond upon Thames School relates to Special Educational
Needs provision.
One of the Company’s Non Executive Independent Directors (Nicki Craig) is a School Governor at Dedworth
Green First School in Windsor. The transactions relate to income from the school for attendance at training and
assessment sessions throughout the financial year.
The Managing Director and former Deputy Chief Executive (Ian Dodds) has been Chair of the Richmond Theatre
Trust Board from 2015/16. Richmond Theatre Trust occasionally works on grant-funded theatre education
initiatives with services in AfC. He is also a member of the Richmond Upon Thames School Trust, where
expenditure transactions are related to Special Educational Needs provision and income transactions relate to
Service Level Agreements for school support as well as attendance at learning and development programmes.
Former Chief Executive (Nick Whitfield) was a member of Richmond upon Thames School Trust and the Chair of
the local governing body for Newline Learning. The transactions with Richmond upon Thames School relates to
Special Educational Needs provision. There were no transactions between Newline Learning and AfC during
2018/19.
Transactions with post-employment benefit plans
Employees of AfC are members of a number of pension plans. The defined benefit plans (the LGPS) are
separately administered by the LB Wandsworth (Richmond) and RB Kingston who are also owners of the
Company. The pension funds are treated as separate financial entities and the terms of the benefit plans are
prescribed by regulation. Note 5 to these accounts contains further details of the specific plans and associated
figures.

NOTE 22 CONTINGENT ASSETS AND LIABILITIES
Contingent Liabilities
Contingent liabilities relate to possible expenditure arising from a past event that has not been recognised in the
Statement of Accounts due to the probability that a transfer of economic benefits will not arise, or cannot be
reliably estimated. The possible liability is dependent on the outcome of something happening in the future. A
review is undertaken annually to identify any potential liabilities.
•
Legal Cases / Tribunals / Insurance Claims
As at 31 March there were a number of tribunals and claims outstanding against the Company. None of these
claims are expected to materially impact the accounts but some could lead to non-trivial damages / costs in
future years should the tribunal rule against AfC. If claims do arise then these will be met by the Company’s
insurance policy (£50k excess) or via in year budgets.
•

Termination Benefits
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The Company must make significant reductions in its cost base over the next three years to achieve contract price
reduction targets set by the contracting Councils. Plans continue to be developed to address these cost pressures
and it is probable that some termination benefits will be paid out to staff as part of these plans. The Company is
not able to estimate these at present but any future liabilities will be met through in year budgets, contract
change control mechanisms and the phasing of reductions in the Company’s cost base.
Contingent Assets
Contingent assets relate to possible income arising from a past event that has not been recognised in the
Statement of Accounts due to the probability that a transfer of economic benefits will not arise, or cannot be
reliably estimated. The right to the potential asset is dependent on something happening in the future. A
review is undertaken annually to identify potential contingent assets.
Deferred Tax Asset
As a Community Interest Company AfC must pay Corporation Tax on all taxable profits at the domestic effective
tax rate. The Company has reported a loss before tax for the 2018/19 and 2017/18 financial period of £6.7m and
£12.3m. A small tax amount of £1,035 was payable for the 2017/18 financial year on the interest received by the
Company in year. It is not probable that the Company will make significant taxable profits in the short to
medium term and therefore it has not recognised a deferred tax asset in the Accounts. If the Company does
make taxable profits in the coming years it will be able to reduce its initial tax liability by offsetting taxable
losses incurred. The amount recognised as a contingent asset at 31 March 2019 is £9.243m (£6.620m at 31
March 2018).

NOTE 23 FINANCIAL INSTRUMENTS RISK
Risk management objectives and policies
The Company is exposed to various risks in relation to financial instruments. The Company’s financial assets and
liabilities are summarised in Note 12. The main types of risks are market risk, credit risk and liquidity risk.
The Company’s risk management procedures are focused on the unpredictability of financial markets and are
structured to implement suitable controls to minimise these risks.
Market risk analysis
The principle risk that the Company is exposed to is fluctuations in interest rates that can impact on its
operating costs. The Company only has exposure to short term borrowing and deposits that are on variable
interest rate terms with no currency exposure.
As an indication of the sensitivity to interest rates, a change in short term interest rates of 1% would change
finance costs by +/- £234k (£185k for 2017/18), and the impact on the pension liability (of the defined benefit
plan – LGPS) would change the net liability by +/- £39.9 million (£31.8 million 2017/18).
Outstanding loan at 31 March was £23.4 million.
Credit risk analysis
Credit risk arises if a counterparty fails to discharge an obligation to the Company. The Company is exposed to
credit risk in respect of short term deposits, cash and cash equivalents and trade and other receivables. The
maximum exposure to credit risk is limited to the carrying amounts of financial assets recognised at 31 March
2019, as shown in the following table:
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Financial assets / Loans and Receivables
Trade and other receivables categorised as Financial Instruments
Trade and other receivables not categorised as Financial Instruments
Cash and cash equivalents

31 March
2019
£000

31 March
2018
£000

31,871
1,395
2,405

24,084
2,275
7,293

35,671

33,652

A significant proportion of trade and other receivables are in respect of public sector entities, which mitigates
the overall risk. Allowance for credit losses in 2018/19 was £71k (£107k for 2017/18).
The Company only deals with financial institutions that have high credit ratings and monitors these to avoid risk.
Liquidity risk analysis
Liquidity risk arises if the Company is unable to meet its obligations. The Company is able to borrow from its
owners (the London Borough of Richmond upon Thames, Royal Borough of Kingston upon Thames and Royal
Borough of Windsor and Maidenhead) under a revolving credit facility agreement. This agreement provides a
loan facility of £45million (increased from £30 million from 1 August 2017) which the Company can draw down
on to meet its liquidity requirements and also has up to £14m on same-day withdrawal deposit/current
accounts to manage day-to-day cash requirements.
The Company manages its liquidity needs through monitoring forecast cash inflows and outflows arising from its
business on a daily and weekly basis and also monitors longer term impacts on its cash flow arising from
changes to its business plan.
The Company is required to submit a Financial Plan at least annually to its owners for their approval that sets
out the Company’s treasury management plans and procedures.
The revolving credit arrangement in place with its owners is regarded as sufficient mitigation against liquidity
risk for the company.

NOTE 24 FAIR VALUE MEASUREMENT
Financial assets and financial liabilities measured at fair value in the statement of financial position are grouped
into Levels of fair value hierarchy. The three Levels are defined based on the observability of significant inputs to
the measurement, as follows:
Level 1: quoted prices (unadjusted) in active markets for identical assets or liabilities
Level 2: inputs other than quoted prices included within level 1 that are observable for the asset or liability,
either directly or indirectly
Level 3: unobservable inputs for the asset or liability
The Company holds only the following financial assets and liabilities:
•
Cash and cash equivalents
•
Current borrowings
•
Trade and other receivables and payables
There are no quoted prices that can be used to measure fair value of these assets and liabilities.
Cash, cash equivalents, trade and other payables are all very short term assets and are assessed as being at fair
value.
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Current borrowings are in respect of one loan facility, provided by the owners of the Company (RB Kingston, LB
Richmond and RB Windsor and Maidenhead) – the amount borrowed at 31 March is shown in the following
table in Note 25. This is a revolving short term loan agreement which is repayable on 31 September and 31
March each year, or earlier if the company gives the Councils notice. Interest is 0.5% (one half percent) above
Bank of England Base Rate. The terms of the loan are judged to reflect current market rates and the actual value
of the loan is taken as fair value.
Trade payables are discharged within 30 days and are deemed to be at fair value.
Trade receivables are due within 30 days and are deemed to be at fair value. Receivables not settled within 30
days are amortised in respect of assumed credit losses based on the age of debt.

NOTE 25 CAPITAL MANAGEMENT POLICIES AND PROCEDURES
The Company is jointly owned by LB Richmond, RB Kingston and RB Windsor and Maidenhead as a company
limited by guarantee and is a ‘not for profit’ organisation registered as a Community Interest Company. It
provides benefit to its owners by providing services to them under contract at economic cost. The Company is
not required to provide a financial return to its owners and has no target for its capital-to-overall financing ratio.
The owners of the Company provide funding for the Company through a short-term loan facility and the
Company does not have any other borrowings or equity.
The amounts managed as capital by the Company for the reporting period under review are summarised as
follows:
31 March
2019
£000

31 March
2018
£000

Cash and cash equivalents

2,405

7,293

Capital

2,405

7,293

Borrowings

23,400

18,500

Overall financing

23,400

18,500

Capital-to-overall financing
ratio

0.10

0.39

NOTE 26 POST REPORTING DATE EVENTS
No significant events have occurred between the 31st March reporting date and the date these accounts were
authorised by the Chair of the Board.

NOTE 27 AUTHORISATION OF FINANCIAL STATEMENTS
These Financial Statements were approved for submission to audit by the Director of Finance and Resources on
9 July 2019:

Lucy Kourpas (CPFA)
Director of Finance and Resources
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NOTE 28 ACCOUNTING POLICIES
General principles
Basis of preparation - accounting practices
These financial statements have been prepared in accordance with International Financial Reporting Standards
as required by the Companies Act 2006. The Accounts summarise the Company’s financial performance
(Statement of Comprehensive Income), equity (Statement of Changes in Equity), financial position (Statement of
Financial Position) and cash flow (Statement of Cashflows) for the period. The Accounts have been prepared on
the historical cost basis.
Changes in accounting policies and prior period adjustments
Prior period adjustments arise either as a result of a change in accounting policies or to correct a material error.
Changes in accounting estimates are accounted for in the current financial period and future periods affected by
the change, and do not result in a prior period adjustment.
Changes in accounting policies are only made when required by proper accounting practices or where the
change provides more reliable or relevant information about the effect of transactions, other events and
economic conditions on the Company’s financial position or financial performance. Where a change is made, it
is applied retrospectively (unless stated otherwise) by adjusting opening balances and comparative amounts for
the prior period as if the new policy had always been applied.
Material errors discovered in prior period figures are corrected retrospectively by amending opening balances
and comparative amounts for the prior period.
Exceptional Items
Exceptional items are those which are separately identified by virtue of their size or incidence to enable a full
understanding of the Company’s financial performance. The nature and amount of these items is disclosed
separately, either on the face of the Statement of Comprehensive Income or in the notes to the accounts,
depending on how significant the items are. The company has not identified any exceptional items on the face
of the Statement of Comprehensive Income.
Items Re-classifiable to the Operating Profit or Loss
Where there are items in the Statement of Comprehensive Income that are re-classifiable to the Operating
Profit / Loss from Other Comprehensive Income and Expenditure, when certain conditions are met, these will be
disclosed separately on the face of the Statement of Comprehensive Income (within Other Comprehensive
Income). At present the Company has no such transactions.
Accruals of Income and Expenditure
Activity is accounted for in the period that it takes place, not simply when cash payments are made or received.
In particular:
Income
• Revenue from the sale of goods and services is recognised when (or as) the Company transfers control of
goods or services to a customer at the amount to which the Company expects to be entitled, and all obligations
have been fulfilled in relation to the revenue and/or contract.
• Depending on whether certain criteria are met, revenue is recognised either over time, in a manner that
best reflects the company’s performance, or at a point in time, when control of the goods or services is
transferred to the customer.
Contract income, fees and charges, lettings, grants, donations and other income arise from the provision of
services or the sale of goods or services.
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Expenditure
• Supplies are recorded as expenditure when they are consumed. Where there is a gap between the date
supplies are received and their consumption (and the values are material) they are carried as inventories on the
Statement of Financial Position.
• Expenses in relation to services received (including services provided by employees) are recorded as
expenditure when the services are received rather than when payments are made.
Revenue income and expenditure for the year is reported in the Statement of Comprehensive Income.
Interest
• Interest receivable on investments and payable on borrowings is accounted for respectively as income and
expenditure on the basis of the effective interest rate for the relevant financial instrument rather than the cash
flows fixed or determined by the contract.
Debtor and creditor balances (accruals policy) Where income and expenditure have been recognised but cash
has not been received or paid, a debtor or creditor for the relevant amount is recorded in the Statement of
Financial Position. Where debts may not be settled (i.e. collection is doubtful), the balance of receivables is
written down and a charge made to revenue for the income that might not be collected.
Exceptions to this accruals policy are made where it would be impractical in terms of time and cost required and
where the effect of not accruing has no material effect on the Company’s accounts. The Company has set a
general de-minimis level for accruals of creditors that are calculated manually at period-end. This level is
reviewed annually and is currently set at £5,000. Two exceptions to this de-minimis rule apply:
•
•

Qualifying expenditure upon which income from third parties is dependent and associated income.
Invoices for substantially the same supply or service that are chargeable to the same service area are
aggregated where their total is over £5,000.

Third Party and Government Grants / Contributions
Whether paid on account, by instalments or in arrears, Government Grants, third party contributions and
donations are recognised as due when there is reasonable assurance that:
•
the Company will comply with the conditions attached to the payments, and
•
the grants or contributions will be received.
Amounts recognised as due are not credited to the Statement of Comprehensive Income until conditions
attached to the grant or contribution have been satisfied. Conditions are stipulations that specify that the future
economic benefits or service potential embodied in the asset acquired using the grant or contribution are
required to be consumed by the recipient as specified, or future economic benefits or service potential must be
returned to the transferor.
Monies advanced as grants and contributions for which conditions have not been satisfied are carried in the
Statement of Financial Position as creditors / receipts in advance. When conditions are satisfied, the grant or
contribution is credited to the Statement of Comprehensive Income.
Agency Relationship
Where the Company acts as an agent of the Parent Councils, in paying grant monies to schools, these
transactions are excluded from the Accounts on the basis that the Company is not making decisions about how
the money is spent. The Company is just passporting money based on pre-set criteria, on behalf of a third party.
These transactions are reported in the Accounts of the party who ultimately controls the money (i.e. the
Councils).
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Inventories
The Company recognises all inventories (stock) that have a value over £10,000 as at 31 March. The Company
initially recognises inventory when it has control of it and when it expects to have a right to the future economic
benefits / service potential. All inventories are measured at the lower of cost or net realisable value. Where
there are large numbers of items of inventory that are ordinarily interchangeable, the Company uses the
weighted average cost method of stock measurement. The Company held no material inventories at 31 March
2019.
Cash and cash equivalents
Cash is represented by cash in hand and deposits with financial institutions repayable without penalty on notice
of not more than 24 hours. Cash equivalents are investments that are readily convertible to known amounts of
cash with insignificant risk of change in value (this will exclude fixed term deposits as they are not highly liquid
and not readily convertible to cash).
In the Statement of Cashflows, cash and cash equivalents are shown net of bank overdrafts that are repayable
on demand.
Employee Benefits
Benefits payable during employment
Short-term employee benefits are those due to be settled within 12 months of the period-end.
They include such benefits as wages and salaries, paid annual leave and paid sick leave, bonuses and nonmonetary benefits for current employees and are recognised as an expense for services in the period in which
employees render service to the Company. An accrual is made for the cost of holiday entitlements (or any form
of leave, e.g. time off in lieu) earned by employees but not taken before the period-end which employees can
carry forward into the next financial period. The accrual is made at the salary rates applicable in the following
accounting year, being the period in which the employee takes the benefit. The accrual is charged to the
Statement of Comprehensive Income so that holiday benefits are charged to revenue in the financial period to
which they relate.
Termination Benefits
Termination benefits are amounts payable as a result of a decision by the Company to terminate an officer’s
employment before the normal retirement date or an officer’s decision to accept voluntary redundancy. These
are charged on an accruals basis to the Statement of Comprehensive Income when the Company is
demonstrably committed to the termination of the employment of an officer or group of officers or making an
offer to encourage voluntary redundancy.
Where termination benefits involve the enhancement of pensions, the amount is recognised on an IAS19 basis
in the Statement of Comprehensive Income.
Post Employment Benefits (IAS19)
Employees of the Company can be members of four separate pension funds:
• The Teachers’ Pension Scheme, administered by Capita Teachers’ Pensions on behalf of the Department for
Education (DfE).
•

The National Health Service Pension Scheme, administered by the Department of Health (DoH)

•

The Local Government Pensions Scheme, administered by the London Borough of Wandsworth

•

The Local Government Pensions Scheme, administered by the Royal Borough of Kingston upon Thames
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All schemes provide defined benefits to members, earned as employees who have worked for the Company.
However, the arrangements for the teachers’ and NHS scheme mean that liabilities for these benefits cannot
ordinarily be identified specifically to the Company. The scheme is therefore accounted for as if it was a defined
contribution scheme and no liability for future payments of benefits is recognised in the Statement of Financial
Position. The employer’s contributions are charged to the Statement of Comprehensive Income for the period.
The Local Government Pension Scheme
The Local Government Scheme is accounted for as a defined benefits scheme:
•
The liabilities of the LB Wandsworth (Richmond) and RB Kingston Pension Fund attributable to the
Company are included in the Statement of Financial Position on an actuarial IAS19 basis using the projected unit
method – i.e. an assessment of the future payments that will be made in relation to retirement benefits earned
to date by employees, based on assumptions about mortality rates, employee turnover rates, etc., and
projections of projected earnings for current employees.
•
Liabilities are discounted to their value at current prices, using a discount rate (based on the indicative
rate of return on 20 year gilts adjusted for credit spread).
•
The assets of each Pension Fund attributable to the Company are included in the Statement of Financial
Position at their fair value:
- quoted securities – current bid price
- unquoted securities – professional estimate
- unitised securities – current bid price
- property – market value
•

The change in the net pensions liability is analysed into the following components:
 Service cost comprising:
- current service cost – the increase in the present value of a defined benefit obligation (liabilities)
resulting from employee service in the current period. – allocated to the Statement of
Comprehensive Income
- past service cost – the change in the present value of the defined benefit obligation for employee
service in prior periods, resulting from a plan amendment (the introduction or withdrawal of, or
changes to, a defined benefit plan) or a curtailment (a significant reduction by the authority in the
number of employees covered by a plan). – debited to the Statement of Comprehensive Income
- Any gain or loss on settlement – arising when the Company enters into a transaction that
eliminates all further legal or constructive obligations for part or all of the benefits provided under
a defined benefit plan – debited to the Statement of Comprehensive Income
 Net interest on the net defined benefit liability (asset) - the change during the period in the net defined
benefit liability (asset) that arises from the passage of time - charged to the Statement of
Comprehensive Income
 Re-measurements of the net defined benefit liability (asset) comprising:
- actuarial gains and losses – changes in the present value of the defined benefit obligation resulting
from: a) experience adjustments (the effects of differences between the previous actuarial
assumptions and what has actually occurred) and b) the effects of changes in actuarial assumptions
charged to Other Comprehensive Income for the period
- the return on plan assets – excluding amounts included in net interest on the net defined benefit
liability (asset) – charged to Other Comprehensive Income for the period

Discretionary Benefits
The Company has restricted powers to make discretionary awards of retirement benefits in the event of early
retirements. Any liabilities estimated to arise as a result of an award to any member of staff, including teachers,
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are accrued in the period of the decision to make the award and accounted for using the same policies as are
applied to the Local Government Pension Scheme.
Financial Instruments
Financial Liabilities
Financial liabilities are recognised on the Statement of Financial Position when the Company becomes a party to
the contractual provisions of a financial instrument and are initially measured at fair value and are carried at
their amortised cost. Annual charges to the Statement of Comprehensive Income for interest payable are based
on the carrying amount of the liability, multiplied by the effective rate of interest for the instrument. The
effective interest rate is the rate that exactly discounts estimated future cash payments over the life of the
instrument to the amount at which it was originally recognised.
Financial Assets
Financial assets are classified into two types:
• loans and receivables – assets that have fixed or determinable payments but are not quoted in an active
market
• available-for-sale assets – assets that have a quoted market price and/or do not have fixed or determinable
payments. AfC had no available for sale financial instruments in 2018/19.
Loans and Receivables
Loans and receivables are recognised when the Company becomes a party to the contractual provisions of a
financial instrument and are initially measured at fair value. They are subsequently measured at their amortised
cost. Annual credits to the Statement of Comprehensive Income for interest receivable are based on the
carrying amount of the asset multiplied by the effective rate of interest for the instrument. For most of the loans
that the Company has made, this means that the amount presented in the Statement of Financial Position is the
outstanding principal receivable (plus accrued interest) and interest credited to the Statement of
Comprehensive Income is the amount receivable for the period in the loan agreement.
Where assets are identified as impaired because of a likelihood arising from a past event that payments due
under the contract will not be made, the asset is written down and a charge made to the Statement of
Comprehensive Income. The impairment loss is measured as the difference between the carrying amount and
the present value of the revised future cash flows discounted at the asset’s original effective interest rate.
Any gains and losses that arise on the de-recognition of an asset are credited or debited to the Statement of
Comprehensive Income.
Foreign Currency Translation
Where the Company enters into a transaction denominated in a foreign currency, the transaction is converted
into sterling at the exchange rate applicable on the date the transaction was effective. Where amounts in
foreign currency are outstanding at the period-end, they are reconverted at the spot exchange rate at 31 March.
Resulting gains or losses are recognised in the Statement of Comprehensive Income.
Relationships and Interests in Companies and Other Entities
Achieving for Children is jointly owned by the LB Richmond upon Thames, RB Kingston upon Thames and RB
Windsor and Maidenhead. The Company will disclose the proportion of profit / loss and net assets that is
attributable to each Council. The parent Councils will in turn consolidate their interest in the Company as part of
their group accounts.
Where the Company assesses that its relationship with another entity is classified as a subsidiary, associate, or
joint venture it will present its accounts to reflect these interests as follows:
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Subsidiary

Associates

•

Company controls the
financial and operating
activities of that entity
and benefits from this
control.

•

Company has significant
influence over the
operations of another
entity.

•

Line by Line
consolidation - Where
material, the Company
will consolidate 100% of
all transactions and
balances into the
Company’s Accounts and
the Company will
present both single
entity and group entity
accounts.

•

Equity Method –

Joint Ventures
•

Company has joint
control over another
entity

The interest is presented as an investment and
adjusted each period for the current share of the net
assets and the relevant share of profit or loss will be
recognised in the Statement of Comprehensive
Income

Non Current Assets
The Company recognises two categories of non-current asset:
• Tangible - Assets that have physical substance and are held for use in the production or supply of goods
or services, or for administrative purposes and that are expected to be used during more than one
financial period
• Intangible - Expenditure on non-monetary assets that do not have physical substance but are controlled
by the Company as a result of past events (e.g. software licences) are capitalised when it is expected
that future economic benefits or service potential will flow to the Company
The Company has set the following de-minimis limits for the recognition of non-current assets.
•
Land and buildings - £50,000
•
Vehicles, plant and equipment - £10,000
•
Intangible assets - £10,000
Tangible
Recognition

Intangible

Expenditure on the acquisition, creation or enhancement is capitalised on an accruals
basis, provided that it is probable that the future economic benefits or service potential
associated with the item will flow to the Company and the cost of the item can be
measured reliably. Expenditure that maintains but does not add to an asset’s potential
to deliver future economic benefits or service potential (i.e. repairs and maintenance)
is charged as an expense when it is incurred.
Where an asset consists of various components with different useful lives these are
recognised separately.

Measurement

Assets are initially measured at cost,
comprising the purchase price and any
costs attributable to bringing the asset to
the location and condition necessary for it
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Tangible

Intangible

to be capable of operating in the manner
intended by management. Assets are then
carried in the Statement of Financial
Position at fair value, determined as the
amount that would be paid for the asset in
its existing condition. For non-property
assets that have short useful lives or low
values (or both), depreciated historical
cost basis is used as a proxy for fair value.

market. Increases in valuations are
matched by credits to the Revaluation
Reserve to recognise unrealised gains.
Reductions in value are written off
against relevant balances in the
revaluation reserve and then to the
Statement of Comprehensive Income.

Assets are revalued sufficiently regularly to
ensure that their carrying amount is not
materially different from their fair value at
the period-end. Increases in valuations are
matched by credits to the Revaluation
Reserve to recognise unrealised gains.
Reductions in fair value are written off
against relevant balances in the
revaluation reserve and then to the
Statement of Comprehensive Income.

Depreciation

•

Depreciation is provided for on all
•
tangible assets by the systematic
allocation of their depreciable
amounts over their useful lives. The
Company applies the straight line
method of depreciation and the useful
life is determined by a relevant expert.
Depreciation is charged to the
Statement of Comprehensive Income
each period and writes down the
value of the asset on the Statement of
Financial Position. A full years
depreciation is charged in the period
of acquisition.

The depreciable amount of an
intangible asset is amortised over its
useful life to the Statement of
Comprehensive Income. A full years
depreciation is charged in the period
of acquisition

Leases (IAS17)
Leases are classified as finance leases where the terms of the lease transfer substantially all the risks and
rewards incidental to ownership from the lessor to the lessee. All other leases are classified as operating leases.
Where a lease covers both land and buildings, the land and buildings elements are considered separately for
classification. Arrangements that do not have the legal status of a lease but convey a right to use an asset in
return for payment are accounted for under this policy where fulfilment of the arrangement is dependent on
the use of specific assets. Achieving for Children does not have legal title to any non-current assets and as such
would not partake in the leasing out of non-current assets.
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Finance Leases
Non-Current Assets held under finance leases are recognised on the Statement of Financial Position at the
commencement of the lease at its fair value measured at the lease’s inception (or the present value of the
minimum lease payments, if lower). The asset recognised is matched by a liability for the obligation to pay the
lessor. Initial direct costs of the Company are added to the carrying amount of the asset. Premiums paid on
entry into a lease are applied to writing down the lease liability. Contingent rents are charged as expenses in the
periods in which they are incurred.
Lease payments are apportioned between:
• a charge for the acquisition of the interest in the asset – applied to write down the lease liability, and
• a finance charge debited to the Statement of Comprehensive Income
Non-current assets that are assessed as a finance lease are recognised on the Company’s Statement of Financial
Position as a Non-Current Asset and depreciated over the shorter of the lease term or estimated useful life via
an annual charge to the Statement of Comprehensive Income.
In recognising finance leases, the Company applies the following de-minimis levels:
•
Land and buildings - £50,000
•
Vehicles, plant and equipment - £10,000
•
Intangible assets - £10,000
Operating Leases
Rentals paid under operating leases are charged to the Statement of Comprehensive Income as an expense in the
period.
Provisions, Contingent Liabilities and Contingent Assets
Provisions
Provisions are made where an event has taken place that gives the Company a legal or constructive obligation
that probably requires settlement by a transfer of economic benefits or service potential, and a reliable estimate
can be made of the amount of the obligation. For instance, the Company may be involved in a court case that
could eventually result in the making of a settlement or the payment of compensation. Provisions are charged
as an expense to the Statement of Comprehensive Income in the period that the Company becomes aware of
the obligation, and are measured at the best estimate at the Statement of Financial Position date of the
expenditure required to settle the obligation, taking into account relevant risks and uncertainties. When
payments are eventually made, they are charged to the provision carried in the Statement of Financial Position.
Estimated settlements are reviewed at the end of each financial period – where it becomes less than probable
that a transfer of economic benefits will now be required (or a lower settlement than anticipated is made), the
provision is reversed and credited back to the relevant service.
Redundancy Costs
The Company provides for redundancy costs at the point that it is demonstrably committed (cannot retract the
offer). If a notification of redundancy has been issued before 31 March but the amount has not yet been paid, a
liability is recognised in the accounts.
Contingent Liabilities
A contingent liability arises where an event has taken place that gives the Company a possible obligation whose
existence will only be confirmed by the occurrence or otherwise of uncertain future events not wholly within
the control of the Company. Contingent liabilities also arise in circumstances where a provision would otherwise
be made but either it is not probable that an outflow of resources will be required or the amount of the
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obligation cannot be measured reliably. Contingent liabilities are not recognised in the Statement of Financial
Position but disclosed in a note to the Accounts.
Contingent Assets
A contingent asset arises where an event has taken place that gives the Company a possible asset whose
existence will only be confirmed by the occurrence or otherwise of uncertain future events not wholly within
the control of the Company. Contingent assets are not recognised in the Statement of Financial Position but
disclosed in a note to the accounts where it is probable that there will be an inflow of economic benefits or
service potential.
Taxation
Corporation Taxation
The Company is liable to pay Corporation Tax on all taxable profits. Where this applies, the tax will be
separately identified on the face of the Statement of Comprehensive Income and profits / losses will be shown
gross and net of taxation. Any amounts owed to the HMRC at the period-end will be recognised as a creditor /
debtor on the Statement of Financial Position.
Where the Company makes taxable losses / has temporary differences, it will recognise a deferred tax asset on
the Statement of Financial Position only where it is probable that the Company will make taxable profits and pay
Corporation Tax in the foreseeable future. If taxable profits are not probable the potential deferred tax asset will
be recognised as a contingent asset and disclosed within the notes to the Accounts.
Value Added Taxation
VAT payable is included as an expense only to the extent that it is not recoverable from Her Majesty’s Revenue
and Customs. VAT receivable is excluded from income. The net amount owed or owing to the HMRC at the
Statement of Financial Position Date will be recognised as a net creditor / debtor on the Statement of Financial
Position.
Post Reporting Date Events
Events after the Statement of Financial Position date are those events, both favourable and unfavourable, that
occur between the end of the reporting period and the date when the Financial Statements is authorised for
issue. Two types of events can be identified:
•

those that provide evidence of conditions that existed at the end of the reporting period – the Financial
Statements are adjusted to reflect such events (an adjusting event).

•

those that are indicative of conditions that arose after the reporting period

The Financial Statements are not adjusted to reflect such events, but where a category of events would have a
material effect, disclosure is made in the notes of the nature of the events and their estimated financial effect (a
non-adjusting event).
Events taking place after the date of authorisation for issue are not reflected in the Financial Statements.
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ACCRUALS
Amounts charged to the accounts for goods or services received during the period for which payments
have not yet been made, and for income due, which has not yet been received.
BALANCE SHEET / STATEMENT OF FINANCIAL POSITION
A statement of the Company’s assets and liabilities at the 31 March (Statement of Financial Position date).
CAPITAL EXPENDITURE
Expenditure on the acquisition or enhancement of assets that have a significant value and a useful life
beyond one year.
CASH & CASH EQUIVALENTS
Cash is represented by notes and coins held by the Company and deposits available on demand. Cash
equivalents are short-term, highly liquid investments that are readily convertible to known amounts of cash
and which are subject to an insignificant risk of changes in value e.g. instant access accounts.
COMMUNITY INTEREST COMPANY
A Community Interest Company is a special type of Ltd Company which exists to benefit the community
rather than the private shareholders. Its primary objectives are social objectives and any surpluses are reinvested into the organisation.
CREDITORS OR TRADE PAYABLES
Organisations and individuals to whom the Company owes money.
CURRENT ASSETS
These are assets that will be consumed within the next accounting period (i.e. less than one year).
Examples are stock, cash and receivables.
CURRENT LIABILITIES
Those amounts which will become payable or could be called upon in the next accounting period (i.e. less
than one year).
DEBTORS or TRADE RECEIVABLES
Organisations and individuals who owe money to the Company.
DEDICATED SCHOOLS GRANT
A ring-fenced, Central Government Grant paid to Councils by the Department for Education to fund
education services within the boroughs. A significant proportion is devolved to schools on a formulaic
basis.
DEPRECIATION
The writing down of the value of a fixed asset in the Statement of Financial Position in line with its expected
useful life.
EMPLOYEE BENEFITS
Salaries, wages, paid annual leave, paid sick leave, pension benefits and termination benefits.
FINANCIAL INSTRUMENTS
A financial instrument is any contract that gives rise to a financial asset of one entity and a financial liability
or equity instrument of another.
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FINANCE LEASE
Leases are classified as finance leases where the terms of the lease transfer substantially all the risks and
rewards incidental to ownership of the property, plant or equipment from the lessor to the lessee.
NON CURRENT ASSETS
These are assets that are likely to be in use by the Company for more than one year, such as property, plant
and equipment.
IAS19
Accounting standard requiring the recognition by an authority of the attributable share of the assets and
liabilities of pension funds with which it is associated showing the employer’s commitment to increase
contributions to make up any shortfall in attributable net assets, or its ability to benefit (via reduced
contributions) from a surplus in the scheme, even though the fund retains title to the assets and the
responsibility to pay pensions.
STATEMENT OF COMPREHENSIVE INCOME
A Core Financial Statement that provides a summary of the resources generated and consumed by the
Company in the period.
INTERNATIONAL FINANCIAL REPORTING STANDARDS (IFRS)
The regulations under which the accounts are published. A set of international accounting standards stating
how particular types of transactions and other events should be reported in financial statements. IFRS
are issued by the International Accounting Standards Board.
INTANGIBLE FIXED ASSETS
Intangible fixed assets that are likely to be in use by the Company for more than one year are recognised
where there is no ‘physical’ asset but the Company controls future economic benefits from the asset. For
example computer software.
NET BOOK VALUE
An asset or liabilities original book value net of any accounting adjustments such as depreciation.
NET REALISABLE VALUE
The value of an asset that can be realised upon the sale of the asset, less any costs associated with either
the eventual sale or the disposal of the asset in question.
NON EXECUTIVE INDEPENDENT DIRECTORS (NEID)
A member of the board of directors of a company or organisation who does not form part of
the executive management team.
OPERATING LEASE
This is a type of lease under which lease rentals are paid for the use of the asset over the period of the
lease. The asset remains the property of the lessor and has to be returned at the end of the lease.
OUTTURN
This is the final expenditure and income in any financial period. Outturn reports usually compare the final
net expenditure (expenditure less income) against the relevant budget.
PROVISIONS
Amounts set aside for liabilities and losses which are likely to occur but where the exact amount or timing is
uncertain but can be reasonably estimated.
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TANGIBLE NON-CURRENT ASSETS
Tangible fixed assets are ‘physical’ assets that provide future economic benefit and are likely to be in use by
the Company for more than one year.
TERMINATION BENEFITS
Amounts payable to employees as a result of a decision by the Company to terminate an officer’s
employment prior to normal retirement age or an officers decision to accept voluntary redundancy.
THIRD PARTY PAYMENTS
Items reported under Third Party Payments for management accounts include contract payments made
throughout the year. Examples include payments to third parties for independent child placements, Special
Education Needs placements and other contract payments.
TRANSFER OF UNDERTAKINGS (PROTECTION OF EMPLOYEMENT) REGULATIONS 2006 (TUPE)
A part of UK labour law, protecting employees whose business is being transferred to another business.
The regulations aim to protect employees employment and most significant terms and conditions.
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